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Executive Summary

The Green New Deal (GND) is a set of policy proposals, some more concrete than others, with the central advertised goal of ameliorating a purported climate crisis by implementing policies that would reduce US greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to zero, or to “net zero,” by 2050 in some formulations. In addition, the GND incorporates other important social-policy goals as a means of forging a majority political coalition in support.

The GND’s central premise is that such policies—either despite or by reducing sharply the economic value of some substantial part of the US resource base and the energy-producing and energy-consuming capital stock—would increase the size of the economy in real terms, increase employment, improve environmental quality, and improve distributional equity. That is a “broken windows” argument: The destruction of resources increases aggregate wealth. It is not to be taken seriously.

Moreover, notwithstanding the assertions from GND proponents that it is an essential policy to confront purportedly adverse climate phenomena, the future temperature impacts of the zero-emissions objective would be barely distinguishable from zero: 0.173°C by 2100, under the maximum Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change parameter (equilibrium climate sensitivity) about the effects of reduced GHG emissions. Under an assumption consistent with the findings reported in the recent peer-reviewed literature, the effect would be 0.083°C by 2100, a policy impact not measurable against normal variation in temperatures. This conclusion is not controversial and suggests strongly that the GND’s real goal is wealth redistribution to favored political interests under the GND social-policy agenda and a dramatic increase in government control of resource allocation more generally.
A GND policy would yield no benefits in its central energy, environment, and climate context, but it would impose large economic costs. Simple correlations among variables do not demonstrate causation, but the historical data on energy consumption and production, growth in gross domestic product, employment, rising incomes and energy consumption, and poverty make it clear that the GND would yield large adverse effects in each of those dimensions. In particular, because rising incomes result in greater energy demands and because the GND intellectual framework views conventional energy as a social “bad,” parameters that increase individual and national incomes—such as education and health investment, technological advances, and investments in productive plant and equipment—also must be viewed in a negative light. Accordingly, one logical corollary to the GND policy agenda is a reduction in such direct or indirect investments in human capital. Thus does the GND reveal the essential antihuman core of the modern opposition to conventional energy.

The electricity component of the GND is the least ambiguous. A highly conservative estimate of the aggregate cost of that set of policies alone would be $490.5 billion per year, permanently, or $3,845 per year per household, an impact that would vary considerably across the states if the GND were financed through electricity rates rather than the federal budget. Under such a ratepayer finance assumption, the lowest household cost of $222 per year would be observed in Vermont. The highest would be observed in Wyoming: $17,103 per household per year.

The GND electricity mandate would create significant environmental damage—there is nothing clean about “clean” electricity—and require massive land use of over 115 million acres (about 180,000 square miles), about 15 percent larger than the land area of California.

Because of the need for conventional backup generation to avoid blackouts in a “100 percent renewable system” and because those backup units would have to be cycled up and down depending on wind and sunlight conditions, one ironic effect would be GHG emissions from natural gas–fired backup generation 22 percent higher than those resulting in 2017 from all natural gas–fired power generation. And
those backup emissions would be over 35 percent of the emissions from all power generation in 2017.

Without fossil-fired backup generation, the national and regional electricity systems would be characterized by a significant decline in service reliability—that is, a large increase in the frequency and duration of blackouts. Battery backup technology cannot solve this problem. It is unlikely that a power system characterized by regular, widespread service interruptions would be acceptable to a large majority of Americans. Accordingly, the emissions effects of backup generation as just described would in fact be observed, which is to say that to a significant degree the GND is self-defeating in its asserted climate goals. That is another reason to conclude that the true goals are an expansion of wealth transfers to favored interests and the power of government to command and allocate resources. Moreover, the reduction in individual and aggregate incomes attendant upon the GND policies would yield a reduction in the collective political willingness to invest in environmental protection over time.

As shown in Table ES1, the annual economic cost of the GND would be about $9 trillion. These figures exclude the costs of the massive shifts in the transportation sector mandated by the GND, the building retrofit objectives, high-speed rail, and other policies. Those components of the GND are far more ambiguous than the electricity dimension and thus lend themselves less to a rigorous cost analysis. The figures also exclude many of the economic costs of the adverse environmental effects of the GND electricity mandate and the costs of the inexorable increase in government authoritarianism attendant upon the GND, an effect difficult to measure but very real nonetheless.

The claim from some GND supporters, based on a set of arguments subsumed under the heading Modern Monetary Theory, that it can be financed with money creation is deeply dubious. The use of money creation to finance the GND means that the resulting inflation would be fully anticipated, so that the inflation would constitute an explicit tax on currency, with a substantial set of such adverse consequences as a degradation of the currency as a store of value, adverse behavioral responses by holders of currency, and the like. The use of money creation as an instrument to service debt incurred to finance
the GND also is deeply dubious, as any such approach would be based on an assumption that purchasers of government debt instruments would deliver real resources to the government with no expectation of receiving repayment in an equivalent amount of real resources plus interest. Lenders to the government are not so myopic. Moreover, the use of inflation as a mechanism for the acquisition of real resources for the government imposes its own set of large costs; the literature suggests that annual inflation rates of 10 percent or 20 percent would impose economic losses of about $2 trillion and $4 trillion per year, respectively. This effect is crudely analogous to the excess burden of the explicit tax system. Modern Monetary Theory is little more than the latest example of the old argument that there is available a free lunch, as illustrated by the argument from a prominent proponent that “anything that is technically feasible is financially affordable.”

The GND represents a massive erosion in the ability of individuals and businesses to use their resources in ways that they deem appropriate. As the adverse consequences of the GND emerge and grow, it is inevitable that government will attempt to circumvent them by increasing explicit rationing and politicizing energy use, a process that inexorably will expand government surveillance of energy use and erode individual freedom and privacy. That has been the recent experience in California in the face of perceived water shortages.
Thus would the GND lead inexorably toward an expansion of authoritarianism under American government institutions. The GND proposals for the transportation sector would create large wealth transfers from rural, exurban, and suburban regions to urban ones, and they would reduce individual mobility sharply by increasing the government’s ability to control transportation patterns.

The expansion of employment under the GND—in particular, the expansion of “green” employment—will prove illusory. The resource “sustainability” rationale for the GND is fundamentally incorrect analytically. Future generations rationally would vote in favor of policies maximizing the value of the capital stock to be bequeathed to them; policies engendering massive resource waste by the current generation are inconsistent with that goal. The current body of evidence on climate phenomena supports the hypothesis that some part of ongoing temperature trends and climate phenomena are anthropogenic in origin, but it does not support the argument that a climate crisis is present or looming. And the experience of Ontario under its Green Energy Act should give pause to policymakers considering the GND policy proposals.

The GND at its core is the substitution of central planning in place of market forces for resource allocation in the US energy and transportation sectors narrowly and in the broad industrial, commercial, and residential sectors writ large. Given the tragic and predictable record of central planning outcomes worldwide over the past century, the GND should be rejected.
Introduction: What Is the Objective of the Green New Deal?

With the new Democratic majority in the House of Representatives, it is unsurprising that legislative proposals and priorities in that body have changed from those promoted by the prior Republican majority. Prominent among the new proposals now being discussed and developed is the Green New Deal (GND). Its multiple goals are broad, but in the official resolution they are driven by a central focus on climate policy.

> Global temperatures must be kept below 1.5 degrees Celsius above preindustrialized levels to avoid the most severe impacts of a changing climate, which will require—

(A) global reductions in greenhouse gas emissions from human sources of 40 to 60 percent from 2010 levels by 2030; and

(B) net zero global emissions by 2050.

And “it is the duty of the Federal Government to create a Green New Deal,” the goals of which “should be accomplished through a 10-year national mobilization . . . that will require the following goals and projects—”

- “Eliminating pollution and greenhouse gas emissions as much as technologically feasible”;

- “Meeting 100 percent of the power demand in the United States through clean, renewable, and zero-emission energy sources . . . by dramatically expanding and upgrading renewable power sources”;
• “Building or upgrading to energy-efficient, distributed, and ‘smart’ power grids”;

• “Upgrading all existing buildings in the United States and building new buildings to achieve maximum energy efficiency”;

• “Removing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from manufacturing and industry as much as is technologically feasible”;

• “Removing pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from the agricultural sector as much as is technologically feasible.”

• “Overhauling transportation systems in the United States to remove pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector as much as is technologically feasible, through investment in . . . zero-emission vehicle infrastructure and manufacturing; clean, affordable, and accessible public transit, and high-speed rail.”

Accordingly, the specific central policy objective of the GND is a reduction of US greenhouse gas (GHG) net emissions to zero by 2050, advocated as an ostensible solution to a purported climate crisis. The zero “net emissions” goal implicitly must incorporate carbon capture and sequestration technologies and efforts to remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. Neither has been shown to be feasible.

Among the policy documents, analyses, frequently asked questions (FAQs) lists, and related materials available publicly in support of the GND, one searches in vain for an estimate of the temperature effect, say, in 2100, of a reduction of US GHG emissions to zero. If we apply the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) climate model to that straightforward question, under a 4.5°C assumption about the equilibrium climate sensitivity (ECS) of the climate system, thus magnifying the effects of reduced atmospheric concentrations of GHG, the temperature effect would be 0.173°C. That impact would be difficult to measure, as it is barely greater than the standard deviation (0.11°C) of the surface (land-ocean) temperature record. The midpoint of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) “likely” range for ECS is 3°C; under that assumption, the temperature effect of the GND in 2100 would be 0.137°C. Assuming an ECS of 2°C—greater than the average finding reported in the recent peer-reviewed literature—the temperature effect in 2100 would be 0.104°C, less than the standard deviation of the surface temperature record and thus not measurable against normal background variation. If we assume an ECS of 1.5°C, the temperature effect in 2100 would be 0.083°C.

Note that the other asserted climate impacts of changing atmospheric concentrations of GHG—sea levels, cyclone frequencies and intensities, droughts, etc.—are correlated closely with the asserted temperature effects. This question of the climate impacts of the GND, ostensibly its main policy goal, is so obviously central to GND policy proposals that the failure of its proponents even to discuss it is revealing, and the long-standing unwillingness more generally of the advocates of climate policies to address it is both striking and part of a pattern.

What explains this? One possibility is that the climate impacts of the policy proposals are so small—even, or especially, using analytic tools that have not been questioned by the policy proponents—that the silence on this question is necessary politically because acknowledging the trivial prospective climate effects would reduce political support for the proposals substantially, both in Congress and among the electorate. But if that is the case, why promote such ineffectual policies at all, if indeed a purported climate crisis is the central motivation? One typical answer is that US climate policies would position the US to lead a global effort, such as that reflected in the Conferences of the Parties (COP) to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The House resolution notes:

Whereas, because the United States has historically been responsible for a disproportionate amount of greenhouse gas emissions, having emitted 20 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions through 2014, and has a high technological capacity, the United States must take a leading role in reducing emissions through economic transformation.
But even at an international level—putting aside the issue of whether agreements to reduce GHG emissions, such as that made at the 21st COP in Paris in 2015, are meaningful—any agreement even remotely plausible would reduce GHG emissions by amounts yielding temperature effects ranging from small to trivial.\textsuperscript{13} Is it the position of the GND proponents, given the experience and long-standing frustrations of the UNFCCC process, that agreements on global GHG emissions reductions radically stronger than the Paris agreement are achievable?

GND proponents claim and want others to believe that national wealth and employment would be increased, environmental quality enhanced, and distributional equity improved by policies destroying the economic value of a significant part of the national resource base and the energy-producing and energy-consuming capital stock. That is the “broken windows” fallacy: The destruction of resources increases national wealth. It is a vast understatement to say that those premises are deeply dubious; indeed, they are so problematic that it is easy to conclude that the actual objectives of the GND differ markedly from the stated ones.

That the GND proponents advocate strong “climate” policies even given the trivial climate effects of the attendant policy prescriptions suggests strongly that environmental (“climate”) benefits are not the central goal of the proponents and indeed are irrelevant. Instead, the actual goals are more likely political and ideological. This initial observation is consistent with the GND proponents’ stated objectives, which simultaneously are environmental, economic, and social. In addition to the objectives specified above in the House resolution, there also are these (a sampling) in the same document, to be achieved “through a 10-year national mobilization”:

- **Creation of “millions of good, high-wage jobs [and] prosperity and economic security for all people of the United States”**;

- **“Invest[ment] in the infrastructure and industry of the United States”**;
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- “A sustainable environment”;
- “Promot[ion of] justice and equity [for] ‘frontline and vulnerable communities’”;
- “Building a more sustainable food system”; 
- “Restoring and protecting threatened, endangered, and fragile ecosystems [through projects] that enhance biodiversity”;
- “Guaranteeing universal access to clean water”;
- “Providing . . . high-quality education . . . to all people of the United States”;
- A “guarantee [of] a job with a family-sustaining wage, adequate family and medical leave, paid vacations, and retirement security to all people of the United States”; 
- Strengthening of unionization rights and of “labor, workplace health and safety, antidiscrimination, and wage and hour standards”; and
- “Providing all people of the United States with—high-quality health care; affordable, safe, and adequate housing; economic security; and clean water, clean air, healthy and affordable food, and access to nature.”

The relationships between these policy objectives and the central goal of net zero US GHG emissions, which as discussed would yield approximately zero climate effects, remain largely obscure, except perhaps as policies designed to ameliorate the short-run transitional (economic “structural”) impacts of the policies. Accordingly, it is not difficult to conclude that the real goals of the GND are the ones just delineated, which reasonably can be categorized as social rather than environmental.14
Chapter 2 discusses the correlations among energy consumption and production on the one hand and employment, gross domestic product (GDP) growth, household incomes, poverty, and national wealth on the other. It discusses also the antihuman implications of the ideological opposition to fossil fuels. Chapter 3 discusses the adverse environmental implications of the GND renewable electricity mandate. Chapter 4 discusses the direct costs of the GND renewable electricity mandate. Chapter 5 discusses the large hidden costs of the GND, including a state-by-state summary of the costs of the GND renewable electricity mandates under the assumption that the costs would be borne by power consumers through electricity rate increases. Chapter 6 discusses the inexorable authoritarian implications of the GND, driven by its essential nature as an exercise in central planning, in terms of “smart grid” proposals, rising blackout costs, the necessarily politicized allocation of increasingly scarce energy goods and services, and an effort to eliminate GHG emissions from the transportation sector. Chapter 7 offers short discussions of several ancillary topics, while Chapter 8 presents some concluding observations.
The Antihuman Core of the Green New Deal: Energy, National Wealth, Employment, Poverty, and Investment in Human Capital

Regardless of the actual motivating economic and political objectives of the GND—alleviation of the purported climate crisis versus the social parameters listed above—the GND essentially is an effort to replace most conventional energy, particularly in the electric power and transportation sectors, with “renewable” energy. This must mean wind and solar power predominantly for the former and some sort of battery system for the latter. By imposing an artificial (i.e., policy-driven) constraint on the use of available resources and energy-producing and energy-consuming capital that otherwise would be economic to use, the GND by design would destroy the economic value (i.e., prevent the use) of some significant part of the national resource base and the capital stock.¹⁵

The proponents of the GND assert that this destruction of the economic value of resources and capital would increase national wealth and employment, improve environmental quality, and enhance distributional equity—a deeply dubious proposition. Accordingly, it is useful to examine the historical data on the broad relationships among energy consumption and production, economic conditions and aggregates, and several correlations, in particular for lower-income Americans.¹⁶ (The implications for environmental quality are discussed in Chapter 3.) Many proponents of renewable and other forms of unconventional energy argue that fossil fuels no longer enjoy a cost advantage over unconventional energy technologies, an assertion inconsistent with the inability of renewable power to compete without large subsidies and guaranteed market shares.¹⁷ Replacing lower-cost
energy with higher-cost energy necessarily must reduce the aggregate supply of energy and thus energy use—an effect certain to reduce economic growth.

What follows is a discussion of several correlations of interest, but it must be kept in mind that correlation is not causation; correlations between given parameters can be spurious. The argument presented here is that these correlations are not spurious, but instead reflect important economic relationships. However, the magnitudes of the correlations must be interpreted with care because the correlations do not control for important influences not considered in the correlation computations.

Consider first the historical relationship between annual percent changes in energy consumption and economic growth, as illustrated in Figure 1. The correlation between the two is 0.71 for 1980–2017, suggesting that energy consumption is an important parameter driving aggregate output and vice versa. These data suggest that one central
premise underlying the GND proposals—less energy consumption caused by higher energy costs can yield stronger economic growth—is deeply problematic.

Figure 2 presents the 1980–2017 trend in the energy intensity of US GDP—that is, energy consumption per unit of economic output.\textsuperscript{19} Since 1980, the amount of energy that the US economy uses to produce each dollar of GDP has declined by more than half, from about 11,500 British thermal units (Btu) per dollar of GDP to about 5,400. This trend is due primarily to increasing energy efficiency—technological advances—and to changes in the composition of US economic output.\textsuperscript{20} But the ratio remains far greater than zero. These data suggest that a reduction in energy costs (or an increase in energy use) would encourage more economic output and that an artificial increase in energy costs would have the opposite effect.

Figure 3 presents the data on percent changes in energy consumption and employment for 1980–2017.\textsuperscript{21} The simple correlation between the two series is 0.59. As in the case of GDP and energy consumption,
it is clear from these data that employment and energy use are strong complements, suggesting that a reduction in energy costs (or an increase in energy use) would encourage more employment. The opposite would be true for an increase in energy costs attendant upon the kind of artificial supply constraints envisioned in the GND.

The data presented in Figure 4 reinforce this inference on the ratio of employment to energy consumption—that is, the amount of employment “supported” by each unit of energy consumption. Since 1980, that ratio has increased from about 1.2 to about 1.5. Despite—or perhaps because—the energy intensity of US GDP has declined, each unit of energy use has become more important in terms of its complementarity with employment. Accordingly, again, an increase in energy costs engendered by a policy-driven supply reduction would reduce employment; this issue is discussed further in Chapter 7.
Figure 5 presents data on average household expenditures on utilities, fuels, and public services for all US households and for households in each income quintile, for 1984–2017, as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) in its Consumer Expenditure Survey. The inclusion of public services in this household expenditure series makes the data somewhat less than perfect for our purposes here, but it is obvious that these data are a useful instrument (or proxy) for the energy consumption parameter of interest, as this BLS series would be correlated closely with the energy expenditure data alone. Figure 5 illustrates the strong positive relationship between household income and expenditures on energy; each higher income quintile spends more on energy than the previous ones do. Since energy prices are unlikely to vary greatly across income classes—although the consumption mix of energy goods is likely to do so—energy is a “normal” good in economic language. Accordingly, factors that increase real incomes—investments in education, training, and health care are obvious examples—are almost certain to increase the demand for energy, an observation to which I return later.
We can use the annual BLS data on household incomes and spending on energy to compute the relevant correlations for each income quintile individually for 1984–2017; these computations are presented in Table 1.

The correlation is strong even for households in the lowest income quintile, and it increases sharply as we move to Quintile II and above. This striking fact is consistent with increasing energy demands as incomes rise, and it is consistent with the hypothesis that increasing energy use facilitates upward mobility for US households.

From Figure 5 (the increasing effect of household incomes on energy expenditures across income quintiles) and Table 1 (the high and rising correlations between household incomes and energy expenditures), it is reasonable to conclude that higher incomes induce households to consume more energy and perhaps that greater energy consumption is a factor yielding higher incomes.
This last point is worthy of some elaboration. If conventional energy is a social “bad” as assumed by GND proponents, particularly in a climate context, then by implication factors that increase individual and aggregate demands for conventional energy are social “bads” as well. In an aggregate sense, increasing GDP and rising employment are inconsistent with a reduction in the consumption of conventional energy and thus with the policy goals of the GND. At a household (or individual) level, rising incomes have the effect of increasing energy consumption, and the factors that improve incomes are similarly inconsistent with the policy goals of the GND. Those factors include greater employment opportunity, rising compensation for employed individuals, education and training investment, investment in productivity-enhancing capital, health care investment, and on and on. Do the proponents of the GND actually believe that they can change these fundamental relationships?

That such wealth-enhancing parameters fly in the face of the GND’s objectives makes one central reality obvious: The GND at a fundamental level is antihuman in that its goals are diametrically opposed to the aspirations of nearly all individuals. GND proponents might respond that their objectives, whether climate related or otherwise, are more important than an advance in human

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income Quintile</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

flourishing, but they should be forced to defend that proposition explicitly.\textsuperscript{25}

We have seen that energy consumption helps drive economic growth (and vice versa) and the expansion of employment. That suggests that increasing energy consumption would be associated with decreases in the poverty rate; those two data series for the US are presented in Figure 6.\textsuperscript{26}

The correlation between the two is $-0.44$ for 1981–2017, though the correlation fell (in absolute value) to $-0.32$ for 1997–2017.\textsuperscript{27} The absolute value of that correlation is striking, particularly given that poverty is the result of numerous factors, among them poor-quality education, various policies that reduce employment opportunity for low-skilled workers, childbearing out of wedlock, and many other causes, only some of which are understood well. Figure 7 presents the trends for annual percent changes in energy consumption and the poverty rate.
For annual percent changes in energy consumption and the poverty rate, the simple correlation is \(-0.40\), a figure surprisingly close to the correlation between the data trends \((-0.44)\) shown in Figure 6. This correlation supports—but does not prove—the hypothesis that increasing energy consumption is a factor yielding a decline in the poverty rate, or that a reduction in energy consumption forced by such public policies as those proposed as part of the GND would tend to increase the poverty rate.

This last hypothesis is supported by the data summarized in Figure 8, showing the annual changes (first differences) in energy consumption and the poverty rate. A high correlation between annual differences would be more powerful evidence of a causal relationship. That correlation for 1982–2017 is \(-0.38\), which again supports the hypothesis that increased energy consumption is likely to reduce the poverty rate and that reduced poverty yields an increase in energy consumption.
Figures 1–8 illustrate various relationships between energy consumption (or expenditures on such consumption) and other parameters. It is interesting as well to examine changes in primary energy production at the state level and the respective changes in household incomes and poverty rates and in unemployment rates. For the US as a whole, primary energy production from 2000 to 2016 increased by 18.2 percent, while median household income (in constant dollars) from 2000 to 2017 increased by 2.4 percent. The poverty rate declined from 12.4 percent in 2000 to 12.3 percent in 2017, while the respective figures for the unemployment rate were 4.0 percent and 4.4 percent, declining to 3.9 percent in December 2018.

For the lower 48 states (not including the District of Columbia), the simple correlation between the percent changes in primary energy production from 2000 to 2016 and median household income (2000 to 2017) was 0.17. These data are shown in Figure 9. Note that...
Figure 9. Percentage Changes in State Primary Energy Production and Median Household Income, 2000 to 2016/2017

the data for primary energy production include energy production receiving large explicit and implicit subsidies; an example is ethanol production.\textsuperscript{31} In principle, those subsidies should be excluded from the household income data, a complex calculation beyond the issues addressed here.

For the US as a whole, primary energy production from 2000 to 2016 increased by 18.2 percent, while the poverty rate from 2000 to 2017 declined slightly from 12.4 percent to 12.3 percent. Figure 10 shows the state-level percent changes in primary energy production for 2000 to 2016 and the percent changes in the state poverty levels for 2000 to 2017. The simple correlation between the two series is $-0.09$.

As the causes of poverty and changes in the poverty rate are complex, it would be surprising to find a high correlation between the two series illustrated in Figure 10. But the negative sign for that correlation is consistent with the general pattern of an expanded energy sector and reductions in poverty.

With respect to primary energy production and the unemployment rate for the US as a whole, the former increased by 18.2 percent from 2000 to 2016, while the unemployment rate increased from 4.0 percent in 2000 to 4.4 percent in 2017 (declining to 3.9 percent by December 2018). But for percent changes in the two series at the state level, the simple correlation is $-0.03$, a small number explained by the larger economic reality that an increase in employment in one sector (e.g., energy production) is likely to be offset by reduced employment in other sectors, other factors held constant.\textsuperscript{32} Figure 11 displays the state trends for percent changes in primary energy production and in the unemployment rate.

The relationships shown in Figures 1–11 and in Table 1 suggest strongly that one central premise underlying the GND—that destroying the economic value of a substantial part of the US resource base and the energy-producing and energy-consuming capital stock would improve economic conditions and distributional equity—is diametrically opposed to reality. A reduction in energy consumption driven by public policies would harm economic growth. It is clear from the data that energy consumption and employment are strong complements, so a mandated reduction in energy consumption is likely to yield
Figure 10. Percentage Changes 2000 to 2016/2017: State Primary Energy Production and Poverty Rates

Figure 11. Percentage Changes 2000 to 2016/2017: State Primary Energy Production and Unemployment Rates

adverse employment impacts. Because energy clearly is a normal good economically—higher incomes and wealth drive increases in energy consumption—an artificial increase in energy costs is inconsistent with the aspirations of those less fortunate for economic improvement. Moreover, it is obvious that policy-driven reductions in energy consumption are fundamentally antihuman, in that investments in human capital and other parameters that increase human well-being generally, and specifically the demand for energy, are inconsistent with the central policy objectives of the GND.

As noted above, correlation does not demonstrate causation. But increasing energy consumption is correlated with reductions in the poverty rate, and the data on annual differences in energy consumption and the poverty rate provide powerful evidence that this correlation is not spurious: An artificial reduction in energy consumption would tend to increase the poverty rate. Although the correlations are weaker with respect to energy production and the parameters of interest here, the state-level relationships between energy production and household incomes, poverty rates, and unemployment are consistent with the hypothesis that increased energy production is salutary with respect to those variables.

It is reasonable to ask that proposed public policies recognize these realities, in particular the central truth that the GND objective of substituting unconventional energy in place of conventional energy, or hindering the market development of energy resources, would be likely to worsen the lot of those with the lowest incomes. GND proponents seem to recognize that reallocating resources away from conventional energy sources and uses toward unconventional energy would create important economic losses during the transition—that is, during the economic “structural shift” engendered by the GND. The GND would require that investments be directed to

spur economic development, deepen and diversify industry and business in local and regional economies, and build wealth and community ownership, while prioritizing high-quality job creation and economic, social, and environmental benefits in frontline and vulnerable communities, and deindustrialized communities, that
may otherwise struggle with the transition away from greenhouse gas intensive industries.\textsuperscript{33}

Whatever the likelihood that a majority coalition enacting a GND would provide such transitional transfers to the specified beneficiaries, that “transition” passage by definition is a short-run orientation; it assumes away the long-run economic costs of the policy-driven reduction of energy supplies under the GND.\textsuperscript{34} After the transition to a “clean” energy economy is complete, will the transfers remain a permanent feature of the policy landscape, as a response to the permanent reductions in real GDP and employment and increased poverty?

Note that the standard normative theory of government policy in the context of negative technological externalities\textsuperscript{35} posits only that in a competitive sector in which prices do not capture such external impacts, market forces lead to an equilibrium in which excessive resource use is observed in that sector and too little in others.\textsuperscript{36} This outcome requires the presence of transaction costs that prevent bargaining from internalizing the externality in the form of payment offers.\textsuperscript{37} The normative prescription is that government adopt policies leading to a reduction in the output of the given sector (or a reduction in the use of inputs yielding the external effect); the public choice problem can be summarized as the issue of whether government under any given set of institutional arrangements has incentives (and the information) to adopt such policies.\textsuperscript{38}

Nowhere does even that normative theory of government posit that entire sectors be shut down. That the GND proposals do precisely that implies a willingness to forgo all the economic benefits of that resource use; the discussion above summarizes some of them. Consider the Obama administration’s Climate Action Plan, a large effort to reduce (not eliminate) US emissions of GHG through regulatory action.\textsuperscript{39} The regulations were based analytically on a calculation of the “social cost of carbon” (SCC), conceptually the uninternalized adverse effects of US GHG emissions.\textsuperscript{40}

That SCC calculation was replete with analytic errors and deeply problematic methodologies, the purpose of which was to increase the calculated SCC so as to justify a regulatory regime that the administration
otherwise would not have been able to support under the public notice and comment requirements of the Administrative Procedures Act.\textsuperscript{41} A good example is provided by the Obama administration’s analysis of its proposed Clean Power Plan; the administration’s own analysis showed net climate benefits close to zero.\textsuperscript{42} Virtually all the asserted net benefits derived from air-quality co-benefits, that is, reductions in emissions of conventional pollutants already regulated under the Clean Air Act. Even that methodology was insufficient to yield an SCC calculation sufficiently large for the administration’s political purposes, so the administration discounted the purported benefit stream at 3 percent, while it discounted the cost stream at 5 percent, thus increasing artificially the calculation of net benefits.\textsuperscript{43}

The central point here is that the Obama administration did not contemplate a near shutdown of the conventional energy sector, and it is safe to assume that the large economic benefits of conventional energy are the central reason. In a recent working paper, Richard Tol reports\textsuperscript{44} a calculation of the private economic benefits engendered by GHG emissions at $561–$611 per metric ton (in 2017 dollars) in 2014, figures vastly greater than the Obama administration calculation of the SCC at about $50 per ton.\textsuperscript{45} US GHG emissions in 2016 were 6,511 million metric tons of CO\textsubscript{2};\textsuperscript{46} Tol’s calculation suggests an annual private economic benefit of US GHG emissions of about $3.7 trillion to $4.0 trillion.

In short, the economic benefits engendered by conventional energy use for individuals and for the economy in the aggregate are enormous, a reality shunted aside by GND proponents. Chapter 3 discusses the substantial environmental problems attendant upon an expansion of “clean” unconventional electricity generation and the implications of higher energy costs and reduced national wealth for aggregate political support for environmental protection.
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Adverse Environmental Effects of the Green New Deal

The GND will engender adverse environmental effects for a number of reasons, including those discussed below.

“Clean” Electricity

With respect to the direct environmental effects of “clean” power generation, several serious adverse impacts not acknowledged by GND supporters are of interest. In summary: There is the heavy-metal pollution created by the production process for wind turbines. There are the noise and flicker effects of wind turbines. There are the large problems of solar panel waste and toxic metals. There is the wildlife destruction caused by the production of renewable power. There also is the problem of massive land use, discussed below.

Economic Cost of Emissions from Backup Generation

It is technically impossible for a 100 percent renewable power system, as defined in the GND, or anything approximating it to avoid both frequent service interruptions (“blackouts”) and a far smaller decline than commonly assumed in emissions of conventional pollutants and GHG. In other words, service interruptions are a crucial problem under a 100 percent renewable power system, a problem that can be addressed only with conventional backup capacity. This observation requires a brief primer on the operation of an electric power system.

Electric energy in large amounts cannot be stored at low cost in batteries due to technological limitations; only indirect storage in the
form of water in dams is economic. (The problems with battery storage are discussed in Chapter 4.) This reality means that the production and consumption of electricity in a given power network must be balanced constantly to prevent blackouts and more generally to preserve the expected reliability of the system.

Because unexpected surges in demand and/or outages of generating equipment can occur, backup generation capacity must be maintained; such backup capacity is termed the “operating reserve” for the given network. This operating reserve is of two types; the first is the “spinning reserve”—that is, generators already connected to the network, the output of which can be increased by raising the torque applied to the generating turbines. The typical system requirement is that spinning reserves be 50 percent or more of total operating reserves. The second component of operating reserves is the supplemental reserve, which comprises generation capacity that can be brought on line within five to 10 minutes and/or electric power that can be obtained quickly from other networks or by withholding power being distributed to other networks. Additional reserve capacity often is provided by generators that require up to an hour to come on line; this backup capacity is not included in measures of the operating reserve for a system because of the length of time required for availability.

Electric supply systems respond to growing demands (“load”) over the course of a day (or year) by increasing output from the lowest-cost generating units first and then calling on successively more expensive units as electric loads grow toward the daily (or seasonal) peak. (“Baseload” units run more or less constantly except for scheduled and unscheduled downtime.) Electric generation capacity fueled by renewable energy sources is not “dispatchable”; that is, it is not available on demand because wind and sunlight are intermittent. In other words, system planning and optimization cannot be based on an assumption that it will be available to provide power to the grid when it is expected to be most economic. Accordingly, it cannot be scheduled: It requires backup generation capacity to preserve system reliability.

Several studies have concluded that wind capacity does not impose large reliability costs on a given power system as long as the
wind generation remains about 10–20 percent or less of system output, because the intermittent nature of wind resources given a small market share has effects similar to those of unexpected outages and other familiar problems characterizing conventional generation. At the same time, outages of wind capacity due to weak wind conditions are much more likely to be correlated geographically than is the case for outages of conventional plants, for the obvious reason that weak winds in part of a given region are likely to be observed in tandem with weak winds in other parts of that region. Because appropriate sites for utility-scale solar facilities (and rooftop photovoltaic systems) are concentrated geographically, the same correlation problem is likely to affect solar electric generation as well.

The problem of frequency regulation and grid stability—related to but distinct from the intermittency problem—created by a large expansion of non-dispatchable power generation is well-known. In brief, most US generating capacity is alternating current (AC) and must be synchronized at 60 hertz. Because generation from wind and solar units cannot be ramped up and down in response to disequilibria in power frequencies in a grid, conventional units must be used to regulate those frequencies. Without such frequency regulation, the grid can become unstable, in the sense that the generators comprising the grid would be spinning at different speeds, a condition of nonsynchronous generation that can cause a power outage. In a critique of a proposal for a 100 percent renewable power grid, Christopher Clack et al. make the following central observation.

An important gap in the analysis of [Jacobson et al.] is that it does not provide evidence that the proposed [100 percent renewable] system can maintain sufficient frequency regulation to preserve power system stability. The designers of power markets have known for decades that there is a need for improved markets that reward ancillary services that contribute to grid stability.

Further, [Jacobson et al.] state that [their] model “assumes a fully interconnected grid” that does not include any transmission constraints. [They] simply assume that there is unlimited transmission availability and that if “congestion is an issue at
the baseline level of long-distance transmission, increasing the transmission capacity will relieve congestion with only a modest increase in cost.”

This is a striking set of assumptions given that it has proven extremely difficult to site vital transmission lines, notably near urban areas (where loads are concentrated).54

In short, expansion of renewable power generation requires ancillary investment in backup capacity using conventional (dispatchable) technologies if frequent service interruptions are to be avoided. One major study of renewable systems worldwide finds that expanding dispatchable capacity by 1 percent facilitates an expansion of renewable capacity by 0.88 percent.55 Tables 3 and 6 show that a GND renewable capacity investment requirement of about 2,627 gigawatts (GW) (wind and solar summed) would be a twentyfold increase over current wind and solar capacity of about 131 GW. If we assume, conservatively, that this renewable capacity investment would require dispatchable backup capacity of 15 percent, the latter would be about 394 GW.56 It is reasonable also to assume a capacity factor of 40 percent for the backup units, as generation from wind and solar facilities is far more variable than that from conventional units, for which their backup units’ capacity factors usually are assumed at 20 percent.

The direct costs of that dispatchable backup capacity and generation are discussed in Chapter 4. Of interest here are the economic costs of the emissions from that backup generation, as calculated in Table 2.57 This estimate is based on the Obama administration calculation of the SCC, a deeply problematic analytic exercise.58 Accordingly, the calculations in Table 2 are not an endorsement of the Obama SCC calculation or the proposition that CO2 emissions impose important social costs; that is an issue outside the discussion here. (But the evidence on climate phenomena is discussed briefly in Chapter 7.)59 Note that the Obama calculation of the SCC includes “co-benefits” in the form of reduced emissions of criteria pollutants—also a deeply problematic methodological approach—so that the CO2 emissions entries in Table 2 are a straightforward proxy for all the emissions attendant upon the backup generation necessary under the GND electricity mandates.60
Moreover, unlike the GHG emissions goals of the Obama administration, the proponents of the GND argue for a virtual elimination of US GHG emissions. Implicitly, therefore, they must believe that the true SCC is vastly higher than that asserted by the Obama administration; certainly, they are in no position to argue that the Obama estimate is biased upward. The Obama SCC of about $50 per metric ton of GHG emissions implies a cost for the GND backup emissions of $30.8 billion per year; the calculations are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Economic Costs of Natural Gas Backup Emissions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017 Natural Gas Power Generation (tWh) 1,296.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Gas Combined Cycle Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) 7,649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Natural Gas Consumption for Electricity Generation (Billion Cubic Feet) 9,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Natural Gas Consumption per tWh (Billion Cubic Feet) 7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 CO₂ Emissions from Natural Gas Power Generation (Million Metric Tons) 507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 CO₂ Emissions from All Power Generation (Million Metric Tons) 1,743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Natural Gas CO₂ Emissions per tWh (Million Metric Tons) 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017 Natural Gas CO₂ Emissions per Billion Cubic Feet (Million Tons) 0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Annual Backup Generation per Year (tWh) 1,380.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Backup Heat Rate (Btu/kWh) 8,424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Annual Backup Natural Gas Consumption (Billion Cubic Feet) 11,215.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Assumed CO₂ Emissions per Billion Cubic Feet (Million Metric Tons) 0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND CO₂ Emissions (Million Metric Tons) 616.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obama Administration Social Cost of Carbon (Dollars per Metric Ton) $50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GND Annual Emissions Cost from Backup Generation (Billions of Dollars) $30.8</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Annual Emissions Cost per Backup mWh (Dollars) $22.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GND Annual Backup Emissions Cost per Household (Dollars) $241.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. On a per-household basis, the annual cost would be about $242 per year.

Note from Table 2 that annual emissions from natural gas backup generation under the GND “100 percent renewables” mandate, perhaps surprisingly, would be 22 percent higher than the emissions from all 2017 natural gas–fired generation and over 35 percent of the emissions from all power generation in 2017. This is the direct result of the unreliability of renewable power: The backup units must be cycled up and down depending on wind and sunlight conditions, thus increasing heat rates (btu per kWh) and emissions. The seriousness of this cycling problem is illustrated in Table 2: Annual natural gas backup generation under the GND would be over 6 percent higher than all natural gas generation in 2017, but emissions from natural gas backup power production, again, would be 22 percent higher. In short, the GND “100 percent renewables” mandate—even given the assumptions inherent in the GND policy proposals—to a significant degree is self-defeating as a purported solution to a climate crisis.

**The Environmental Kuznets Curve**

Chapter 4 expands the cost analysis to include the fixed costs of renewable power, transmission costs, the costs of backup power needed to avoid service interruptions, and the cost of land needed for the GND renewables mandate. As will be discussed, a conservative estimate of the annual cost of the GND electricity mandate alone is $490.5 billion. That cost would be about 2.5 percent of annual US GDP, which was about $19.5 trillion in 2018. If we assume that long-run real GDP growth will average 3 percent annually, the annual economic cost of the GND renewable power mandate alone in effect would cut the annual real dollar increase in GDP by 83 percent. Obviously, a smaller real GDP would increase the proportionate effects of the GND renewables costs, but I ignore here the direct effects of the GND’s higher energy costs on GDP growth.

This reduction in national wealth and household incomes in the US context can be predicted to reduce the individual, aggregate, and
political willingness to pay for environmental protection generally, and for reductions in emissions of all pollutants in particular. This theoretical relationship—emissions rising and then falling as incomes rise—is known as the “environmental Kuznets curve.”\(^{67}\) The US clearly is on the portion of the curve displaying falling emissions as incomes rise. The goal here is not to construct an empirical estimate of the effect of reduced national wealth under the GND on environmental quality; that is a difficult topic fraught with complexities. But the potential effect should not be assumed away: The argument from GND proponents that a reduction in national wealth can be made consistent with increased environmental quality in the case of American democratic decision-making is deeply problematic.\(^{68}\)
Direct Costs of the Green New Deal Renewable Electricity Mandate

The cost analysis presented in this chapter examines four dimensions of the GND renewable electricity mandate: the capacity and other fixed costs of wind and solar power, transmission costs for a greatly expanded renewable power system, the cost of backup power needed to avoid service interruptions under a “100 percent” renewable electricity mandate, and the cost of the land needed to site the new wind and solar facilities. The economic cost of the emissions resulting from backup generation needed to avoid blackouts was examined in Chapter 3.

Net Fixed Costs of Renewable Replacement Capacity

The cost of replacing the current electric generating system capacity mix with a new one comprising only “renewable” technologies is an exceptionally complex calculation that must be based on a set of reasonable but variable assumptions, in particular for the summary analysis presented here. Such a massive change in the capacity mix of the national electric grid would entail large additional costs for transmission and for investments in backup generating capacity needed to avoid service interruptions. Note that H.R. 109 calls for “meeting 100 percent of the power demand in the United States through clean, renewable, and zero-emission energy sources,” suggesting that, in principle, fossil power generation might not be phased out completely if carbon capture and sequestration technologies, however costly, were adopted. Putting aside the immense costs of eliminating GHG emissions from fossil power generation, that language is inconsistent with the statement in the accompanying “Launch” document:
“We are calling for a full transition off fossil fuels and zero greenhouse gases.”

Table 3 presents the 2017 capacity mix of electric generation technologies for the US.\textsuperscript{70} Total US generating capacity is about 1,100.5 GW, of which about 252.6 GW (23 percent) is renewable as defined in Table 3.\textsuperscript{71} If we exclude hydroelectric capacity, renewable capacity is about 14 percent of the total.

Table 4 presents net electricity generation for 2017 by energy technology.\textsuperscript{72} Total power generation in 2017 was about 4,046.7 terawatt-hours (tWh), of which renewable generation was about 17 percent, or about 10 percent if we exclude hydroelectric power from the definition.
of “renewable.” The respective capacity figures from Table 3, again, are 23 percent and 14 percent. So actual renewable electric output was about 4–6 percentage points lower than the respective figures for capacity, while nonrenewable sources were 77 percent of total capacity but 83 percent of actual generation.

The failure of non-hydroelectric renewable technologies to generate power in proportion to their capacities is driven by two factors. The first, mentioned here only in passing, is the theoretical limits constraining the production of electricity by wind and solar technologies. The second, far more important in the context of the GND, is driven by the intermittent nature of wind flows and sunlight: Because

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Energy Technology</th>
<th>Electricity Generation (tWh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coal</td>
<td>1,205.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petroleum</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Gas</td>
<td>1,296.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Gases</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Hydroelectric</td>
<td>300.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumped Storage Hydroelectric</td>
<td>–6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind</td>
<td>254.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Utility Scale</td>
<td>53.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Small Scale</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, Other Biomass, and Geothermal</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,046.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Nonrenewable</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,341.1</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Renewable</strong></td>
<td><strong>705.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Nonrenewable/Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.83</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Renewable/Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.17</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-Hydroelectric Renewable/Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “Nonrenewable” includes coal, petroleum, natural gas, other gases, and nuclear. “Renewable” includes all others listed. Numbers may not sum due to rounding.

the wind does not always blow and the sun does not always shine, and because neither is predictable when long-lived investment decisions are made or when system planning decisions must be made for day-ahead or even hourly markets, wind and solar power facilities have substantially lower “capacity factors” than is the case for conventional power technologies.\textsuperscript{74}

This reality would be magnified under the GND mandate for two reasons. First, a geographic expansion of the renewables industry to many additional sites means that those sites inexorably will prove less and less suitable for renewable power production. After all, it is reasonable to assume that the first sites chosen were the best ones, controlling for political demands and other nontechnical influences that would not disappear under a GND, and that subsequent ones will exploit the next-best sites, with increasingly unsuitable ones used as the industry expands massively under a GND.

This process means that the renewable power sector will experience higher marginal and average costs for any given amount of power produced, particularly given that fixed costs are a far higher proportion of total costs for wind and solar power than for conventional generating technologies.\textsuperscript{75} As the renewable industry expands substantially as a result of the policy-driven mandates of a GND, new facilities would be sited in areas increasingly unsuited for the production of wind and solar power, the upshot of which would be declining capacity factors both on the margin and on average for the industry as a whole.\textsuperscript{76} Accordingly, the industry’s declining capacity factors will be reflected in increasing scale diseconomies—rising average costs—as it expands sharply under a GND.\textsuperscript{77} This is an important factor influencing transmission costs for wind and solar power, as discussed below. Moreover, the non-dispatchable nature of wind and solar capacity makes the capacity “credit” appropriate for a given renewable investment substantially lower than the “nameplate” (or official) capacity figure for that given unit. The Department of Energy provides analysis of this problem in the context of solar photovoltaic capacity.\textsuperscript{78}

Second, wind facilities generate little power during summer peak-demand hours. For those summer peak periods, one estimate of the needed wind nameplate capacity to replace a given amount of
conventional fossil capacity is seven to nine times the fossil capacity to be replaced.79 Accordingly, the needed amount of capacity for wind facilities replacing fossil generation during the summer is vastly understated here; this analysis assumes a factor of 2.9 to 1 (Table 6) rather than the more realistic 7–9 to 1.80 Accordingly, the environmental damage caused by the GND replacement of conventional capacity with wind and solar capacity would be larger as well, and the ensuing need for proportionately greater backup generation by natural gas combined cycle plants would result in a proportionate increase in GHG emissions.

Table 5 presents four estimates of expected capacity factors for the power technologies of central interest here, from the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the Department of Energy (for wind), Lazard, and the Institute for Energy Research (IER).81

Note that the capacity factors shown in Table 5 are derived from observed operational parameters for the currently existing

---

**Table 5. Estimates of Capacity Factors for New Generation Facilities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>EIA</th>
<th>Dept. of Energy</th>
<th>Lazard</th>
<th>IER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Coal (Without CCS)</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Combined Cycle</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>92.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind (Onshore)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar (Photovoltaic)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydroelectric</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>35.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

renewable power sector and for marginal increments. They do not envision a twentyfold increase in renewable capacity. Accordingly, for natural gas combined cycle, wind, and solar power, the respective capacity factors assumed here are 87 percent, 30 percent, and 25 percent. For wind and solar power, I assume capacity factors lower than the EIA estimates, in particular because of the scale diseconomy problem summarized above, a factor not incorporated in the various estimates presented in Table 5.

Let us now consider the magnitude of the conventional power generating capacity that would be replaced under GND policy of 100 percent “clean” and/or “renewable” electric generating capacity—that is, a replacement of plants using coal, petroleum, natural and other gases, and nuclear fuels. From Table 3, we see that the total 2017 capacity to be replaced would be 847.9 GW. Also from Table 3 we see that in 2017, wind capacity was 87.6 GW, while solar capacity (utility-scale and small-scale combined) was 43.1 GW. Accordingly, wind capacity was two-thirds of the total of the two, and solar capacity was the remaining one-third.

I assume here that the replacement of 847.9 GW of conventional power capacity with wind and solar capacity would be in that ratio. Moreover, in principle we should account for growth in US generating capacity as a response to increasing demand and other factors. But net summer capacity for the conventional plants listed above was essentially flat from 2007 through 2017; accordingly, we use 847.9 GW as the figure to be replaced in this GND conceptual experiment. This assumption almost certainly biases the cost estimates downward, in that 2007–17 was a relatively slow period for GDP growth and thus for electricity demand conditions.

Table 6 presents a computation of the wind and solar capacity investments needed to replace the 847.9 GW of conventional capacity. Because wind and solar facilities have capacity factors lower than those of the nonrenewable facilities to be replaced under a notional GND, the replacement cannot be assumed at a one-to-one ratio; instead, the differing capacity factors must be incorporated into a capacity factor adjustment so as to arrive at the amount of wind or solar capacity needed in theory to replace a given amount of
nonrenewable capacity.\textsuperscript{84} This approach still understates the amount of renewable replacement capacity needed to avoid outages, because unlike most maintenance and other such parameters, wind and sunlight conditions cannot be scheduled. These simple computations are shown in Table 6: Wind replacement must be 2.9 times the nonrenewable capacity to be replaced, while solar replacement must be about 3.5 times as much, in the 2:1 ratio already discussed.

Table 7 presents a calculation for the US as a whole of the annual cost of replacing all coal, gas, petroleum, and nuclear capacity with wind and solar facilities, in the 2:1 ratio discussed above.\textsuperscript{85} As shown in Table 7, the annual net cost of the notional GND policy of 100 percent “renewable” power capacity replacement would be about $357 billion per year. As there are about 127.6 million households in the US (in 2018), the annual cost per household for wind and solar replacement capacity would be about $2,798.\textsuperscript{86} The figures in Table 7 assume economic lives for the renewable capacity of 20 years; because that capacity would have to be replaced over time, the annual costs would be permanent.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Capacity Replaced (GW) & New Wind (GW) & New Solar (GW) & Wind Capacity Factor Adjustment (0.87/0.30) & Solar Capacity Factor Adjustment (0.87/0.25) & Adjusted New Wind (GW) & Adjusted New Solar (GW) \\
\hline
847.9 & 568.1 & 279.8 & 2.9 & 3.5 & 1647.5 & 979.3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Notional Wind and Solar Replacement Capacity Investment}
\begin{flushleft}
Note: Assumes capacity factor of 87 percent for coal, gas, and nuclear facilities and 30 percent and 25 percent, respectively, for wind and solar facilities.
Source: Tables 3 and 5; and author computations.
\end{flushleft}
\end{table}
Table 7. Net Annual Cost of Renewable Capacity Replacement for Nonrenewable Capacity (Billions of 2018 Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonrenewable Capacity Replaced (GW)</td>
<td>847.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Replacement Capacity (Onshore) (GW)</td>
<td>1647.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Replacement Capital Cost</td>
<td>2,675.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Replacement Amortization Cost, Annual</td>
<td>211.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Replacement Fixed O&amp;M Cost, Annual</td>
<td>79.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind Total Replacement Cost, Annual</td>
<td>291.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Replacement Capacity (Tracking Photovoltaic) (GW)</td>
<td>979.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Replacement Capital Cost</td>
<td>1,928.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Replacement Amortization Cost, Annual</td>
<td>152.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Replacement Fixed O&amp;M Cost, Annual</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Total Replacement Cost, Annual</td>
<td>174.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fossil Steam O&amp;M and Fuel Savings, Annual</td>
<td>–89.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear O&amp;M and Fuel Savings, Annual</td>
<td>–19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Net Cost, Annual</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Costs are in billions of 2018 dollars. The wind adjustment factor is 2.9. The solar adjustment factor is 3.5. Annual amortization costs for wind and solar capacity assume 20-year asset lives and 5 percent interest rate.
Source: Tables 3, 5, and 6; US Energy Information Administration, Electric Power Annual, October 22, 2018, Table 4.3 and 8.4; and author computations.

Transmission Costs

Because wind and solar facilities must be sited where wind and sunlight conditions are most favorable, and because of low capacity factors, transmission lines must be longer and utilized less fully. This is very different from the case for conventional power plants, which in principle can be sited almost anywhere, with fuels transported to the plants; system planning can optimize among site characteristics, transmission costs, and all the other factors affecting costs and technological parameters. Detailed estimates of generalized transmission costs for wind and utility-scale solar power are uncommon because they are highly idiosyncratic with respect to individual projects, but
the EIA publishes each year in the Annual Energy Outlook a comparison of various components of the “levelized” costs of power produced with differing technologies.\textsuperscript{88} With respect to transmission costs, the most recent EIA estimates are shown in Table 8.\textsuperscript{89}

The transmission cost figure for natural gas generation is a reasonable proxy for all fossil electricity; transmission costs for wind and solar power are 2.4 times and 3.3 times higher, respectively. (I ignore here the small difference in transmission costs for nuclear power.) However, these EIA estimates are for the marginal costs of interconnection with the existing power grid given the current network of wind and solar facilities. They understate sharply the marginal costs of a transmission system incorporating, again, a twentyfold increase in wind and solar system capacity.\textsuperscript{90} It is difficult to find in the literature an estimate of the additional transmission costs attendant upon so large an expansion of the renewable power sector, but clearly, the EIA estimates are biased downward substantially. For our rough purposes here, I assume a doubling of the cost figures per mWh for wind and solar transmission shown in Table 8: $4.80 for wind and $6.60 for solar.

From Table 4, the annual nonrenewable power generation to be replaced, using the 2017 data, would be 3,341.1 tWh. Under the same assumption as above that the replacement generation would be two-thirds wind and one-third solar, the additional annual transmission costs imposed by the electricity mandates of the GND would be $18 billion.\textsuperscript{91} On a per-household basis, that is $141 annually.
Table 9. Cost of Backup Capacity and Generation for the GND Renewables System (Billions of 2018 Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backup Capacity (GW)</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup Generation per Year (GW)</td>
<td>1380.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Cost</td>
<td>$353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Cost, Annual Amortized</td>
<td>$28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M, Fuel Cost per Year</td>
<td>$48.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual Cost</strong></td>
<td><strong>$76.9</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual Cost per Backup mWh</strong></td>
<td><strong>$55.7</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual Cost/Household</strong></td>
<td><strong>$602.7</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Costs are in 2018 dollars.

Cost of Backup Power

Table 9 constructs a cost estimate for the 394 GW of natural gas combined cycle backup capacity and annual backup generation of 1,380.6 tWh for the massive expansion of wind and solar capacity under the GND.\textsuperscript{92} Backup costs on an annual basis would be $76.9 billion, or about $603 per household.

One alternative to the use of backup generation to stabilize the electric grid under a 100 percent renewables mandate would be simply to accept regular blackouts and their economic costs.\textsuperscript{93} This alternative will not be explored here; the assumption is that the American body politic will not accept an electric power system characterized by a substantial degree of unreliability.

Another alternative, promoted by GND supporters, is the use of battery storage as a balance mechanism for an electric grid almost entirely comprising non-dispatchable generating units, a topic to which I turn briefly. Steve Huntoon discusses the massive problems with battery storage as an adjunct for renewable power; his central points, greatly simplified, are as follows.\textsuperscript{94}
• Under assumptions highly favorable to the battery option, the latter is likely to be at least twice as expensive on an annual basis than the highest recent capacity prices observed in the PJM Interconnection.\textsuperscript{95}

• Even that comparison is biased in favor of battery capacity because the economic lives of conventional generation units are substantially longer than those of the battery storage units. The discussion of the costs of renewable capacity (Table 7) assumes 20-year lives for the wind and solar capacity; Huntoon argues that is twice the economic life of the battery backup units in light of the limited evidence available.

• Batteries “generally can’t sustain output for more than several hours,” so battery backup is not wholly dispatchable.

Cost of Land

As discussed previously, the energy content of wind flows and sunlight is un-concentrated and depends on air speed and sunlight intensity, in contrast with the concentrated energy in fossil and nuclear fuels.\textsuperscript{96} To compensate for the un-concentrated nature of renewable energy sources, large capital investments in land and/or materials must be made to make renewable generation even technically feasible in terms of generating nontrivial amounts of electricity. A wind farm would require 500 windmills of 2 MW each to provide a theoretical generation capacity of 1,000 MW.\textsuperscript{97} Since the wind turbines must be spaced apart to avoid serious wake effects,\textsuperscript{98} a theoretical 1,000 MW wind farm would require approximately 64,000 acres (100 square miles) of land. With an assumed capacity factor of 30 percent for a typical wind farm, actual wind capacity of 1,000 MW would require an area (perhaps at different locations) about three times that rough estimate.\textsuperscript{99} In contrast, a 1,000 MW gas-fired plant requires about 30 acres; the analogous figures for coal and nuclear plants are 225 acres and 830 acres, respectively.\textsuperscript{100}
The same problem characterizes solar power. The energy content of sunlight at the earth’s surface is roughly 150–500 watts per square meter (W/m²), depending on location, of which about 20–30 percent is convertible to electricity, depending on the particular technology. Accordingly, even in theory a square meter of solar energy receiving capacity is barely enough to power roughly one 100-watt light bulb, putting aside such capacity-factor issues of sunlight intensity and the like. This problem of land requirements for utility-scale solar facilities is sufficiently important that most analyses assume a maximum capacity of 50–100 MW, which, conservatively, would require approximately 1,250 acres, or about two square miles. The large Ivanpah solar facility in the California Mojave Desert has a gross capacity of 392 MW and sits on 3,471 acres, or about 5.4 square miles.

From Table 6, the renewable replacement capacity required under the GND would be 1,647.5 GW for wind and 979.3 GW for solar. As a rough approximation, let us assume, conservatively, 64,000 acres (100 square miles) per 1,000 MW (1 GW) for wind capacity and 10,000 acres (about 15.6 square miles) per 1,000 MW for utility-scale solar capacity. Under these rough but conservative assumptions, the land requirement for the new renewable generating capacity under the GND would be about 115.2 million acres, or about 180,000 square miles; that is over 15 percent greater than the land area of California. This does not include transmission lines or other attendant infrastructure.

As land is not free, the cost of that land use is of central interest here. The US Department of Agriculture reports land values for farm real estate, cropland, and pasture acreage. For the US as a whole, the lowest values among those three data series were for pasture acreage, at $1,350 per acre in 2017. For 115.2 million acres, that total land value is $155.5 billion; since land does not depreciate, the annual land cost is the perpetuity that has a present value of $155.5 billion at, say, a 5 percent interest rate. That annual figure for the cost of land needed for the GND renewables mandate is $7.8 billion, or $61 per household.

Table 10 summarizes the GND emissions and direct cost figures from Chapters 3 and 4. The average US retail price for electricity in 2017 was $104.80 per mWh; from Table 10, we see that a conservative estimate of the cost of GND renewable replacement power
would be $147 per mWh, or about 40 percent more than the average 2017 price.\textsuperscript{106}

Average household incomes before taxes in 2017 were $73,573, $11,394, $29,821, $52,431, $86,363, and $188,103, for all households and for Quintiles I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively. From Table 10, a conservative estimate of the economic costs of the GND renewables mandate would be $3,845 per household, or 5.2 percent of average before-tax household income. That figure obviously would be higher if the cost were applied to after-tax incomes.\textsuperscript{107}

Note also that these figures are the costs for only the electricity portion of the GND proposal. They do not include the massive costs of the shift away from fossil-fuel transportation or those of the proposed large-scale “high-speed rail,” the “efficiency” retrofit of every building in the country, or the other social proposals in the GND. They also exclude adjustments for future economic growth and the resulting increase in the demand for energy, a reality that would increase the energy costs mandated by the GND.

The higher cost of electricity generated with renewable energy sources is only one side of the competitiveness question; the other is the value of that generation, as not all electricity is created equal. In

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Annual Cost (Billions of Dollars)</th>
<th>Annual Cost per Household (Dollars)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emissions</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewable Capacity</td>
<td>357.0</td>
<td>2,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup Power</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>490.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>3,845</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual Total per New Renewable mWh</strong></td>
<td>147.0</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Assumes annual renewable replacement generation of 3,341.1 tWh. See Table 4. All dollar amounts are in 2018 dollars.
Source: Tables 2, 7, and 9; and author’s computations.
particular, power produced at periods of peak demand is more valuable than off-peak generation, whether during a given daily cycle or across annual seasons. In this context, wind generation in particular is problematic because in general there are inverse relationships between the daily hours of peak demand and wind velocities and between peak summertime demands and peak wintertime wind velocities: Winds tend to blow at night and in the winter.

Paul Joskow notes that standard comparisons of levelized costs generally overvalue intermittent generating technologies such as wind power relative to dispatchable conventional generation. Generating units that cannot supply reliable power when it is most valuable have lower economic value than alternatives that can, but our system of subsidizing renewable sources of electricity is based on the opposite assumption. This problem is important for wind generation in particular because the output of wind facilities is disproportionately off peak, while solar generation tends to have the opposite characteristic: It is strongest during periods of peak daytime demand and during the summer. Levelized cost calculations do not incorporate this important factor.

The cost estimates presented above exclude large hidden costs worthy of some discussion, to which I now turn.
Large Hidden Costs of the Green New Deal

Notwithstanding the lengthy list of social objectives of the GND, summarized in Chapter 1, the basic policy objective of the GND as asserted by its proponents is a reversal of an asserted climate crisis engendered by global GHG emissions. To the extent that the externality effects of increasing atmospheric concentrations of GHG are assumed to be negative globally, an attempt to reduce them is a classic collective (or public) good: The effects of such policies would be enjoyed or inflicted upon all, although the values placed on those effects certainly would differ, and those not contributing to the policy effort could not be excluded from the policy impacts.\textsuperscript{110}

A number of observers have characterized the social objectives of the GND as a long step toward socialism or other similar summary descriptions.\textsuperscript{111} But that orientation is not useful in thinking about the economic costs of the GND. Standard economic theory predicts that market competition will yield an allocational equilibrium in which collective goods are underprovided relative to the provision level that equates marginal social benefits and costs.\textsuperscript{112} This yields the long-standing normative justification for government provision of collective goods, in which the implicit assumption is that government officials have incentives to discover and provide those efficient quantities. The difficulties inherent in that assumption are legion and well-known in the public choice literature; for our purposes here it is useful to examine how political incentives are likely to shape the responses of coalitions under democratic institutions.
Consider a world in which individual preferences for a collective good are known and can be aggregated (summed) across all voters and in which the marginal cost function is known as well. Therefore, the efficient quantity of the collective good \((Q^*)\) also is known. In a simple model of majority decision-making, in which the median voter is the marginal member of the majority, assume that the government produces two goods: the collective good \(Q\) (say, defense) and a pure private good \(P\) (say, transfer payments). Assume also that each unit of the two goods is a real dollar's worth, so that the price ratio between the two is 1:1. (In economic jargon, the slope of the budget constraint is \(-1\).) Assume also that in a large political community ("polity") the majority is 50 percent of the electorate plus one voter. At \(Q^*\), which lies on the budget constraint, the aggregated preferences also have a slope (the "marginal rate of substitution") of \(-1\). But by virtue of the majority decision rule, the median voter decides the composition of the government output (or spending) basket of \(Q\) and \(P\) (defense and transfers). In this simple model, the median voter—the majority—reduces spending on the defense good by $1 per voter and spends those resources on transfers of $2 per member of the majority. (The majority is almost exactly half the number of voters.) For the majority, every dollar per voter of reduced defense spending yields $2 per member of the majority. The majority in effect faces a budget constraint with a slope of \(-2\) and chooses a budget shift such that the slope of the majority's preferences given the new basket of defense and transfers also is \(-2\). In other words, voters and government too have powerful incentives to produce too few collective goods, and one way to reach a budget equilibrium in which provision of the collective good is at the efficient level is to offer more “pork”—wealth transfers—to forge a notional majority coalition. Put aside the “socialism” characterizations of the GND social agenda: The explicit effort through that social agenda to attract political support for the GND from numerous interests is the deeper meaning of those proposals, particularly in the context of an attempt to estimate the economic costs of the GND. Any
such computation is beyond the scope of the analysis presented here, but some estimates available in the literature are:\textsuperscript{117}

- $3.2$ trillion annually for a single-payer health care system,
- $680$ billion annually for an employment guarantee,
- $107$ billion annually for “free college” and family and medical leave, and
- $200$ billion annually for the high-speed rail component.

The sum is about $4$ trillion per year, a number an order of magnitude greater than the (conservative) annual $490.5$ billion cost of the renewable electricity mandate.

**Marginal Excess Burden of the Tax System**

However the GND costs are estimated, they represent real resources that government must marshal—that is, acquire from the private sector directly or indirectly—unless the renewable power costs are simply added to electricity bills, a topic addressed later in this chapter.\textsuperscript{118} For the most part, acquisition of those resources is achieved through the tax system, whether during the current time period or some future one, and those who bear the economic burdens of such taxes can be predicted to attempt, \textit{ceteris paribus}, to avoid them in whole or in part. Accordingly, particularly in the long run, taxes distort economic behavior, including work effort, saving and investment, transactions, and the like. Such distortions have the effect of lowering aggregate output below levels that would prevail without the taxes; that reduction in aggregate output, however hidden, is termed the “excess burden” of taxation.\textsuperscript{119} In other words, taxes create an excess burden because the private sector bears a cost greater than a dollar to send a dollar to the federal government.\textsuperscript{120}
This adverse economic effect of various federal tax instruments has been recognized broadly for many years, although there is a range of estimates on the size of the effects. There exists a substantial literature on the magnitude of the economic distortions engendered by the federal tax system; a somewhat older estimate is provided by Martin Feldstein.\textsuperscript{121} Feldstein’s finding, in brief, is that higher marginal tax rates used to finance additional federal spending would impose an excess burden of $0.76 per dollar of revenue; that is, it costs the private sector $1.76 ($1.00 of tax payments plus $0.76 of economic losses) to send an additional dollar to the federal government, other things held constant.

A recent survey of the literature finds a range of estimates, but a crude summary range is a marginal excess burden per revenue dollar of $1–$2, roughly double the Feldstein estimate.\textsuperscript{122} Note that the marginal excess burden would rise as taxes rise and induce ever-greater distortions in resource use. If we assume a figure of $1.00 as the marginal excess burden of the tax system, the annual budget cost (excluding the annual $30.8 billion economic cost of backup emissions) of the electricity mandate financed federally would be about $460 billion plus another $460 billion (excess burden), or $920 billion. If we include the excess burden created by the annual $4 trillion cost of financing the unrelated programs needed to forge a GND political coalition, that total economic cost would be $8 trillion annually. It would be a vast understatement to say that the excess burden attendant upon financing the GND social agenda would be enormous.

**Money Creation as a Financing Instrument**

Some GND proponents have attempted to circumvent this obvious fiscal problem by arguing that the massive government borrowing required to finance the GND can be repaid through money creation. (A variant might be that no actual borrowing would be necessary: The Federal Reserve could simply create money through a keystroke, literally, to pay the GND bills.) The government can always print dollars to repay its (dollar) debts, a policy stance commonly referred to as Modern Monetary Theory, although government use of the printing
press to acquire resources is old and familiar. Modern Monetary Theory is little more than the latest example of the old argument that there is available a free lunch, as illustrated by the argument from a prominent proponent that “anything that is technically feasible is financially affordable.”

Some critics of this argument note that it is correct narrowly—yes, government can repay its nominal debts if it creates the currency in which the debt is denominated—but that it would represent poor policy for various reasons. The critics clearly are correct that government debt denominated in dollars can be “repaid” through money creation. But that observation is independent of the larger issue of whether the government borrowing needed to finance a GND would be possible in a world in which the market believes that the resulting debts will be repaid through money creation. Consider the dynamic effect of such government borrowing on the interest rate that it must offer.

- A basic condition for the stability of government borrowing is that the real rate of return to government debt must exceed the growth rate of real government debt in the long run. If the market expects the debt to grow over the long term more quickly than the real return to the debt, then interest rates sufficient to induce the market to offer real resources to the government must increase, perhaps massively.

- The credibility of the government promise to repay its debts in real terms cannot be assumed to be independent of the magnitude of the debt itself, in that incentives to renege on promised debt service must rise as the debt rises. Moreover, potential lenders to the government would assume that dollar-denominated debts promising extremely high interest returns (say, 50 percent) in fact would not be repaid in real terms, as the incentive to renege would become overwhelming.

- If incentives for the government to use money creation to repay nominal debts are seen as strengthening significantly, interest
rates would rise to reflect the risk of default in real terms, that is, repayment in dollars buying fewer real goods and services.

This last point brings us to the obvious inflation problem attendant upon Modern Monetary Theory. Unless massive money creation is assumed to lead to a decline in the income velocity of money—crudely, the rate at which dollars are spent—which is a deeply problematic assumption, then a sharp increase in the money supply must create an inflation, unless somehow there is an increase in the real resources available to the private sector. But the GND assumes a massive resource shift toward the government, in this case through the mechanism of government borrowing.

Accordingly, a sharp increase in inflation is the inexorable implication of Modern Monetary Theory. To the extent that an inflation is anticipated, it is a tax on non-interest-bearing money, which is another way of seeing that a GND financed through borrowing to be repaid with money creation must increase velocity, as individuals attempt to avoid this tax by reducing their holdings of money. To the extent that the inflation is not anticipated, it is a subsidy for nominal debtors, financed by a tax on nominal creditors, who would receive debt repayment in nominal dollars that purchase less than anticipated in real goods and services. Notice that government is always a net monetary debtor, so the upshot of Modern Monetary Theory is a massive wealth transfer to the government—that is, to the interests benefiting from government borrowing.

The proponents of Modern Monetary Theory as a financing mechanism for the GND respond that the inflation problem can be avoided by using taxes to remove money from the economy, thus easing the inflationary effect, a proposed transformation of fiscal policy into a substitute for monetary policy. This is little more than saying that the GND borrowing would be financed through explicit taxation, with the large adverse excess burden effects discussed above. At a more general level, the proponents of GND finance with a system of debt “repayment” through money creation are arguing in a nutshell that the government will be able to borrow real resources from the private sector and then repay the debts without transferring real resources in
return. No one can believe that markets are that myopic. There are no free debt lunches.

Consider a GND to be financed through a fully anticipated inflation, constituting a tax on non-interest-bearing money. Assume also that all money except currency earns interest. Currency in circulation is about $1.7 trillion.\textsuperscript{129} If we assume, conservatively, that a GND financed with money creation would result in an anticipated inflation of 10 percent per year, then the implicit tax on currency, yielding a transfer of real resources to the government, would be about $170 billion per year. Note that this tax is less than the cost to the economy inflicted by the inflation, as individuals and businesses take actions to protect themselves from this tax. This is another dimension of the excess burden attendant upon governmental acquisition of real resources; estimates of this effect vary, but one survey of the literature finds:

A number of empirical studies have sought to measure the interactions between inflation and the nominal nature of the U.S. tax system. Most find the costs are large. Authors James Bullard and Steven Russell, for example, suggest approximately a 1 percent output loss for each 1 percent increase in inflation above price stability.\textsuperscript{130}

This inflationary version of the excess burden created by the government acquisition of resources would take the form of such adverse consequences as a degradation of the currency as a store of value, adverse behavioral responses by holders of currency, and the like. The use of money creation to service debt incurred to finance the GND also is deeply dubious, as any such approach would be based on an assumption that purchasers of government debt instruments will deliver real resources to the government with no expectation of receiving repayment in an equivalent amount of real resources, plus interest. It cannot be the case that lenders to the government are so myopic.

From the discussion above, a downward-biased estimate of the annual hidden costs of the GND can be summarized as follows in Table 11.
The discussion in Chapters 4 and 5 assumes that the massive costs of the GND would be borne, at least formally, at the federal level rather than as increases in the electricity rates paid by ratepayers. That discussion suggests the difficulty of such a federal financing role for the GND, although federal financing through the tax system or debt or inflationary finance would tend to hide the costs to a substantial degree. An alternative would be to pay for the power system costs ($490.5 billion annually) at the state level through electricity rates, a financing approach that would hide those costs to a far smaller degree.

Because of substantial variation in the capacity mix of generation technologies across the states, the costs both in total and per household would vary also. Table 12 presents the annual cost components, annual total costs, and annual cost per household by state, following the aggregate calculations for the US as a whole as shown in Table 10. These state-by-state calculations are rough, in that they assume that the costs are proportional to the nonrenewable generating capacity to be replaced in each of the respective states. Accordingly, these cost numbers for the individual states are only first approximations and must be interpreted carefully because they do not account for exports and imports of power among the states (and from Canada). Given the central methodologies used for power system ratemaking at the state level, it is reasonable to assume that consumers using power imported from other states would
pay most of the cost of replacing fossil and nuclear power with wind and solar power delivered across state lines under a ratepayer finance assumption for the GND. However, the simple correlation between changes (first differences) in individual state generation and sales from 2016 to 2017 is 0.38, suggesting that the estimates reported in Table 12 are useful as rough approximations.

Table 12. Lower 48 States: Annual Net Cost of GND Renewable Electricity Mandate Under Ratepayer Finance (Billions of 2018 Dollars)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Capacity Replacement</th>
<th>Transmission</th>
<th>Backup</th>
<th>Emissions</th>
<th>Land</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Households (Millions)</th>
<th>Per Household ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>8,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>6,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5,286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1,885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3,028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>5,303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4,273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4,821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1,010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4,883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>5,243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5,631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>6,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>13.1</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>7,547</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2,025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3,141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2,678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3,133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4,764</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>8,173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3,719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>8,316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5,322</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3,820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on the next page)
The annual household costs range from $222 for Vermont to $17,103 for Wyoming. These calculations are rough and do not account for changes in employment and earnings that would result from a major increase in energy costs attendant upon the GND. But they are meaningful in that they are likely to be correlated closely with a broader measure incorporating those parameters, a complex calculation outside the scope of the analysis here.

It is interesting to recognize the obvious truism that politics is the art of wealth redistribution, and public officials constrained by the demands and pressures of electoral politics have powerful incentives to avoid proposed policies that transfer wealth away from their constituents or their marginal voters. Accordingly, it is worth noting that the simple correlation between the annual state-by-state household

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Capacity Replacement</th>
<th>Trans.mission</th>
<th>Backup</th>
<th>Emissions</th>
<th>Land</th>
<th>Total (Millions)</th>
<th>Households</th>
<th>Per Household ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>2,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4,508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2,488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3,592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>7,320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1,555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4,549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2,540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>5,452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2,892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>41.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>5,911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4,309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4,135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>1,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>11,088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>17,103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>76.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>490.5</td>
<td>127.6</td>
<td>3,845</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.
Source: Author’s computations.
costs of the GND (again, under a ratepayer finance assumption) and the respective state vote percentages in 2016 for then-candidate Donald Trump is 0.71.

Note that the forced retirement of the conventional capacity mandated under the GND would relieve ratepayers of the costs of fuel and both fixed and variable operations and maintenance (O&M), as shown in Table 7. But the undepreciated remaining (historical) costs of the generation capacity itself would remain to be paid and thus would continue to be included in ratepayers’ bills, unless, again, the costs were shifted under a GND to federal taxpayers or other groups, depending on how the government acquires the resources needed to finance the GND. An attempt to deny shareholders recovery of those costs almost certainly would be struck down by the courts as a taking of private property for public use without just compensation under the Fifth Amendment, particularly given that those historical capital costs would have been approved earlier as “prudent” or as “used and useful” by the respective state regulatory authorities. Accordingly, the net costs per household would be added to ratepayers’ bills, with the same caveat as above.
Inexorable Authoritarian Implications of the Green New Deal

Consider the recent drought conditions afflicting California, largely ameliorated by significant rainfall and snowfall thus far in the 2019–20 water year. NASA notes:

The current drought is not part of a long-term change in California precipitation, which exhibits no appreciable trend since 1895. Key oceanic features that caused precipitation inhibiting atmospheric ridging off the West Coast during 2011–14 were symptomatic of natural internal atmosphere-ocean variability.\textsuperscript{132}

In other words, drought conditions in California are nothing new and cannot be blamed on atmospheric concentrations of GHG. However, it is clear that various public policies are responsible for the adverse effects of recent low precipitation in the state, particularly water availability for agriculture, urban use, and the like.\textsuperscript{133} Those policies and their effects are not of direct interest here. What is of interest is the recent response of the California state government to the then-perceived drought-related shortage of water. In brief: State law now limits indoor water use to 55 gallons per person per day in 2022, declining to 50 gallons in 2030.\textsuperscript{134}

How would this be enforced? It is obvious that government, whether directly or indirectly through such intermediaries as water utilities, would use existing or new water meters to monitor water consumption. And the per-person consumption limits suggest that government also would find it necessary, or expedient, to monitor the number of individuals in a household. In other words, a water crisis engendered wholly or substantially by government has become a rationale for a sharp increase in the surveillance activities of government.
In the context of the GND, notice that it calls for a national “smart grid,” defined by the US Department of Energy as a system of digital technology that allows for two-way communication between the utility and its customers, and . . . sensing along the transmission lines. . . . Like the Internet, the Smart Grid will consist of controls, computers, automation, and new technologies and equipment working together, but in this case, these technologies will work with the electrical grid to respond digitally to our quickly changing electric demand.\textsuperscript{135}

How would such “two-way communication between the utility and its customers” be achieved? This would require the widespread installation of “smart meters,” one standard definition of which is as follows.

Smart meters, a common form of smart grid technology, are digital meters that replace the old analog meters used in homes to record electrical usage. Digital meters can transmit energy consumption information back to the utility on a much more frequent schedule than analog meters, which require a meter reader to transmit information.

Electric energy use will be recorded every hour or less at your home. Smart meters will enable you to monitor your consumption more precisely so you can make more informed energy choices. Depending on the feature set, the meter may also notify the utility of a power outage or allow the utility to remotely switch electricity service on or off.\textsuperscript{136} [Emphasis added.]

Since government regulates virtually all utilities, it is easy to envision a requirement that they report consumption data, or perhaps outlying consumption data, to regulatory and/or other authorities. Indeed, it is difficult to envision an absence of such a requirement. And whatever the utility’s justifications for “remotely switch[ing] electricity service on or off,” it is difficult to believe that government regulators systematically will refrain from ordering regulated utilities to do the same, for reasons serving political purposes.
Recall the discussion above of the inherent unreliability of wind and solar power; it is not dispatchable. If the proponents of the GND are serious about the policy goal of zero (or net zero) GHG emissions, then one unavoidable consequence in the absence of large amounts of conventional backup capacity would be regular service interruptions (blackouts), whether afflicting narrow or large geographic areas in any given instance. Just as in the case of water rationing in California, it is inevitable that some form of rationing for power supplies during outages would be implemented; it is literally the case that no other outcome is possible. To whom will valuable power supplies be allocated during periods of peak demand or supply outages? Is it even conceivable that political criteria will not be brought to bear on this question? Which industries and geographic regions will policymakers favor? And what demands will politicians and bureaucratic officials make, whether explicit or implicit, in return for keeping the lights on? To put it differently, the costs of blackouts will be very large indeed, matched by the political incentives to use those costs to transfer wealth to favored constituencies.

In other words, the central feature of the smart grid component of the GND will be a substantial increase in government surveillance of electricity use and the use of those data in the context of power shortages to reward friends and punish enemies. If this is not authoritarianism, what is?

With respect to the transportation sector, House of Representative Resolution 109 establishes as a goal an overhaul of transportation systems in the United States to remove pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector as much as is technologically feasible, including through investment in—(i) zero-emission vehicle infrastructure and manufacturing; (ii) clean, affordable, and accessible public transportation; and (iii) high-speed rail.137

Technological feasibility imposes virtually no upper constraint on the costs of this transformation and no lower constraint on the benefits. Accordingly, it implies an elimination of the internal combustion
engine from the transportation sector, and it is not clear whether under the GND fossil-fuel backup generation would be allowable for recharging electric vehicles. Presumably the answer is no, given the requirement that US “transportation systems . . . remove pollution and greenhouse gas emissions from the transportation sector,” and the same seems to be true for the vehicle and battery production systems, constrained by the requirement for “zero-emission vehicle infrastructure and manufacturing.”

This policy would engender an enormous wealth transfer from rural, exurban, and suburban areas to urban ones, as individuals and businesses are forced by artificial transport constraints to concentrate in urban centers. Perhaps more important in the context of authoritarianism, this dimension of the GND would result in a sharp reduction in individual mobility. That is the direct implication of a policy designed explicitly to force a massive shift toward transportation modes characterized by sharply limited ranges, time-consuming recharging processes, and the severe constraints imposed by government rationing of electricity supplies under the frequent blackout conditions created by a “100 percent” renewable power mandate. Is it impossible to believe that siting of auto recharging stations outside urban areas would receive a low political priority or that the “smart meter” system would lead to government snooping on individuals surreptitiously recharging the vehicles at night?

Moreover, the requirement for a large expansion of “clean, affordable, and accessible public transportation and high-speed rail” means that to a significant degree government would decide where people can travel. Is it actually the position of the GND proponents that these routing decisions would not be politicized or that a sharply reduced individual ability to decide where to go and when would not represent a major loss of individual freedom? Moreover, if the purported climate crisis truly is existential, then it is not clear what limiting principle applies to efforts to achieve zero GHG emissions, including tracking surveillance of automobile movements, perhaps through GPS technology. At a minimum, it is wholly plausible that owners of private vehicles would be required to install tracking devices or at least mileage metering equipment, the data to be reported to
appropriate authorities one way or another. No great imagination is required to envision the authoritarian objectives for which such data inevitably would be used.
Observations on Some Ancillary Topics

The GND proposal raises several important related issues, observations about which are as follows.

**Green Employment**

A common argument in support of expanded renewable power posits that policies (subsidies) in support of that goal will yield important benefits in the form of complementary employment growth in renewables sectors and stronger demand in the labor market in the aggregate.\(^{139}\) Both of those premises are almost certainly incorrect.

To begin, employment in renewables sectors created by renewables policies actually would be an economic cost rather than a benefit for the economy as a whole. Suppose that policy support for renewables (or for any other sector) were to increase the demand for, say, high-quality steel. That clearly would be a benefit for steel producers, or more broadly, for owners of inputs in steel production, including steel workers. But for the economy as a whole, the need for additional high-quality steel in an expanding renewable power sector would be an economic cost, as that steel (or the resources used to produce it) would not be available for use in other sectors, the very definition of an economic cost. Similarly, the creation of “green jobs” as a side effect of renewables policies is a benefit for the workers hired (or for those whose wages rise with increased market competition for their services). But for the economy as a whole, that use of scarce labor is a cost because those workers no longer would be available for productive activity elsewhere.\(^{140}\)

More to the point, an expansion of the renewable electricity sector must mean a decline in some other sector(s), with an attendant
reduction in resource use there; after all, resources in the aggregate are finite. If there exists substantial unemployment and if labor demand in renewables is not highly specialized, a short-run increase in total employment might result. But in the long run—not necessarily a long period of time—such industrial policies cannot “create” employment; they can only shift it among economic sectors. In short, an expanding renewables sector must be accompanied by declines in other sectors, whether relative or absolute, and creation of “green jobs” must be accompanied by a destruction of employment elsewhere. Even under the questionable assumption that an expanding renewables sector is more labor intensive (per unit of output) than the sectors that would decline as a result, it remains the case that the employment expansion would be a cost for the economy as a whole, and the aggregate result would be an economy smaller than otherwise would be the case, as labor resources would be reallocated to less-productive uses.\textsuperscript{141}

There is no particular reason to believe that the employment gained as a result of the (hypothetically) greater labor intensiveness of renewables systematically would be greater than the employment lost because of the decline of other sectors, combined with the adverse employment effect of the smaller economy in the aggregate. There is also the adverse employment effect of the large explicit or implicit tax increase that must be imposed to finance the expansion of renewable power.

Note also from Figure 3 that energy consumption and employment are strong complements. As electricity costs and prices rise, and aggregate output falls, under a GND, it is almost axiomatic that employment will fall as well, in particular given that the cost of using equipment and other such capital complementary with labor employment would rise.\textsuperscript{142}

It certainly is possible that the historical relationship between employment and energy consumption will change. Technological advances are certain to occur, but the prospective nature and effects of those shifts are difficult to predict.\textsuperscript{143} The US economy may evolve over time in ways yielding important changes in the relative sizes of industries and sectors, as it has continually over time, but again, the direction of the attendant shifts in employment and electricity use is ambiguous.
But there exists no evidence with which to predict that a reduction in electricity consumption would yield an increase in employment. Like all geographic entities, the US has certain long-term characteristics—climate, available resources, geographic location, trading partners, legal institutions, ad infinitum—that determine in substantial part the long-run comparative advantages of the economy in economic activities and specialization.

**Sustainability**

“Renewable” energy has no uniform definition, in particular given the disagreements among proponents on the role of hydroelectric and nuclear power. But the (assumed) finite physical quantity of such conventional energy sources as petroleum is the essential characteristic differentiating the two in most discussions. In a word, conventional energy sources physically are (assumed to be) depletable. In contrast, each sunrise and geographic temperature differential yields new supplies of sunlight and wind flows, a central component of “sustainability,” which perhaps is a concept broader than the depletion condition. Nonetheless, the definition of “sustainability” is highly elusive, as this Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) discussion illustrates.

Sustainability is based on a simple principle: Everything that we need for our survival and well-being depends, either directly or indirectly, on our natural environment. To pursue sustainability is to create and maintain the conditions under which humans and nature can exist in productive harmony to support present and future generations.

This is blather, definitive proof that the EPA has no idea what “sustainability” means as an analytic concept. An international definition often cited is from the United Nations.

Humanity has the ability to make development sustainable to ensure that it meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
This definition also is useless, as “needs” whether present or future are undefined, and the evaluation of the inexorable trade-offs among such needs is ignored. Whether in the present or the future or across time periods and generations, the effects of technological advances unknown but certain to occur are not considered, ad infinitum. The interests of future generations are discussed below. In any event, the energy content of sunlight and wind is finite, regardless of whether new supplies of sunlight or wind flows emerge continually. They contain only so much convertible energy, which is not always available. Moreover, the same is true for the other resources—materials, land, etc.—on which the conversion of such renewable energy into electricity depends. More fundamentally, the basic “sustainability” concept seems to be that without policy intervention, the operation of market forces will result in the depletion (or exhaustion) of a finite resource. Accordingly, subsidies and other support for renewable power generation are justified as tools with which to slow such depletion and to hasten the development of technologies that would provide alternatives for future generations. That argument is deeply problematic. Putting aside the issue of whether government as an institution has incentives to adopt a time horizon longer than that relevant for the private sector, the profit motive provides incentives for the market to consider the long-run effects of current decisions. The market rate of interest is a price that links the interests of generations present and future. If a resource is being depleted, then its expected future price will rise, other things held constant. If that rate of price increase is greater than the market interest rate, then owners of the resource have incentives to reduce production today—by doing so they can sell the resource in the future and in effect earn a rate of return higher than the market rate of interest—thus raising prices today and reducing expected future prices. In equilibrium, expected prices should rise at the market rate of interest, other factors held constant. Under market institutions, it is the market rate of interest, again, that ties the interests of the current and future generations by making it profitable currently to conserve some considerable volume
of exhaustible resources for future consumption. Because of the market rate of interest, market forces will never allow the depletion of a given resource.

Accordingly, the market has powerful incentives to conserve, that is, to shift the consumption of large volumes of finite (or depletable) resources into future periods. That is why, for example, not all crude oil was used up decades ago even though the market price of crude oil always was greater than zero, which is to say that using it would have yielded value. In short, the “sustainability” argument for policy support for renewable electricity depends crucially on an assumption that the market conserves too little and that government has incentives to improve the allocation of exhaustible resources over time. That is a dual premise for which the underlying rationale is weak and for which little persuasive evidence has been presented.

The Interests of Future Generations

The Obama administration argued that the use of an artificially low discount rate is an appropriate method to give sufficient weight to the interests of future generations, the members of which cannot vote now. Consider this formulation of that stance from the Council of Economic Advisers.

The estimates of the cost of emissions released in a given year represent the present value of the additional damages that occur from those emissions between the year in which they are emitted and the year 2300. The choice of discount rate over such a long time horizon implicates philosophical and ethical perspectives about tradeoffs in consumption across generations, and debates about the appropriate discount rate in climate change analysis persist.

Accordingly, we must ask whether an artificially low discount rate serves the interests of future generations. Consider a *Homo sapiens* baby borne in a cave some tens of thousands of years ago, in a world with a resource base virtually undiminished and environmental
quality effectively untouched by mankind. That child at birth would have had a life expectancy on the order of 10 years; had it been able to choose, it is obvious that it willingly would have given up some resources and environmental quality in exchange for a longer life expectancy engendered by better housing, food, water, medical care, and safety, ad infinitum. That is an illustration of the general proposition that people willingly give up some environmental quality in exchange for a life both longer and wealthier. Few would choose to live on a pristine desert island; most people prefer closer proximity to family, employment, entertainment, and all the other myriad dimensions of living.

In other words, the central interest of future generations in this context is a bequest from previous generations of the most valuable possible capital stock, of which the resource base and environmental quality are two important dimensions among many, and among which there always are trade-offs. That bequest preference on the part of future generations requires efficient resource allocation by the current generation. If regulatory and other policies implemented by the current generation yield less wealth currently and a smaller total capital stock for future generations, then, perhaps counterintuitively, some additional emissions of pollutants and GHG would be preferred (efficient) from the viewpoint of those future generations. In short, enhanced environmental quality is only one objective pursued by individuals, whether already alive or yet to be born; accordingly, it is not appropriate to use an artificially low discount rate as a means of increasing the weight accorded the interests of future generations.

Arnold Harberger and Glenn Jenkins estimate “social discount rates of averaging around 8 percent for the advanced countries and 10 percent for healthy developing countries and Asian tigers.” James Broughel estimates a social discount rate of about 7 percent. Robert Pindyck presents a useful summary and critique of the literature on this issue. Juzhong Zhuang et al. present a useful summary of the older literature. Note that Kenneth Arrow et al. argue that it would be efficient for government to use a declining discount rate in regulatory analysis.
The Evidence on Climate Phenomena

The GND proponents justify their policy proposals as a response to a purported climate crisis, but it is difficult to find in their written and oral arguments a systematic summary of evidence in support of that general assertion. The latest evidence on climate phenomena can be summarized as follows.

Temperatures have been rising in fits and starts since 1850, roughly the end of the Little Ice Age (when the glaciers began to recede). The latest research suggests that mankind accounts for about half a degree of a total increase of about 1.5 degrees. Anthropogenic warming is not a “hoax.”

Sea levels have been rising for about 22,000 years and at a more or less constant rate for the past 8,000 years. The issue is whether the rise in sea levels has accelerated with increasing GHG concentrations, and on that the evidence is mixed. (The “yes” evidence is based on 17 years of data, which is not much to rely on in the context of climate phenomena.)

The Arctic and Antarctic sea ice fluctuations tell very different stories, for reasons that “science” understands only poorly. Tornado counts and intensities are either flat or declining since 1954. Cyclone numbers and intensities have been flat or declining since the early 1970s.

There has been no trend in the US wildfire data since 1985, despite increasing atmospheric concentrations of GHG. Note that US Forest Service acreage in California is about 12 million acres, of which about three million is in congressional set-asides. Private forest acreage is about 8.5 million acres. For 2011–17, Forest Service acres burned in that state averaged about 378,000 acres, while the average for the private forests was about a third of that. Such rough data are crude, but they do not support the argument of many that “climate change” is the cause of the wildfire problem. Is there a reason that increasing atmospheric concentrations of GHG should affect government forests disproportionately?

Drought shows no trend since 1895, and flooding is uncorrelated with increasing GHG concentrations. The available data do not
support the ubiquitous assertions about the dire impacts of declining pH levels in the oceans.  

IPCC in the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) is deeply dubious about the various extreme adverse effects of increasing GHG concentrations often asserted. The only exception is the disappearance of the arctic summer sea ice, which IPCC views as “likely” with “medium confidence,” but only under the extreme GHG scenario “Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5” (RCP8.5). Table 13 summarizes the IPCC findings.

Perhaps evidence of serious climate impacts of increasing GHG concentrations will emerge over time as those concentrations rise further. Perhaps further analysis will suggest that the benefits of climate policies will exceed the costs. But simply to assume those conditions is a poor basis for policy formulation.

### The Ontario Green Energy Act

In 2009, the Canadian province of Ontario implemented a Green Energy Act, which as a generalization was a much watered-down...
version of the GND.\textsuperscript{169} Its central feature was implementation of a
system of subsidized electricity purchase contracts for wind farms,
solar panel installations, bioenergy producers, and small hydroelectric facilities. Those contracts guaranteed above-market prices for
electricity produced by those facilities. According to a recent study by
Ross McKitrick, one important goal was the closure of two coal-fired
power plants. McKitrick has analyzed its effects; his summary findings
are as follows.

- “It is unlikely the Green Energy Act will yield any environmen-
tal improvements other than those that would have happened
anyway under policy and technology trends established since the
1970s. Indeed, it is plausible that adding more wind power to the
grid will end up increasing overall air emissions from the power
generation sector.”

- “The plan implemented under the Green Energy Act is not cost
effective. It is currently 10 times more costly than an alternative
outlined in a confidential report to the government in 2005 that
would have achieved the same environmental goals as closing the
coal-fired power plants.”

- “The Green Energy Act will not create jobs or improve economic
growth in Ontario. Its overall effect will be to increase unit pro-
duction costs, diminish competitiveness, cut the rate of return to
capital in key sectors, reduce employment, and make households
worse off.” \textsuperscript{170}

Ontario repealed the act in late 2018.\textsuperscript{171}
Concluding Observations

The central premise of the GND is that a series of policies that would reduce sharply or destroy the economic value of some substantial part of the US resource base and the energy-producing and energy-consuming capital stock would increase the size of the economy in real terms, improve environmental quality, and improve distributional equity. This is not an argument to be taken seriously. Moreover, the central stated goal of the GND as an energy policy is amelioration of the purported “climate crisis.” But the future temperature impacts of the zero-emissions objective would be close to zero.

And so a GND policy in its central energy and environment context would yield no benefits but impose large economic costs. The historical data on energy consumption and production, GDP growth, employment, rising incomes and energy consumption, and poverty make it clear that the GND would yield large adverse effects in each of those dimensions. In particular, because rising incomes result in greater energy consumption, parameters that have the effect of increasing incomes—education and health investment, technological advances, investments in productive plant and equipment, and so forth—are to be penalized precisely because the GND intellectual framework views greater energy consumption as a social “bad.”

The electricity component of the GND is the least ambiguous. A highly conservative estimate of the aggregate cost of that set of policies would be $490.5 billion per year, permanently, or $3,845 per year per household. This would be accompanied by significant environmental damage—there is nothing clean about “clean” electricity—and massive land use. Without fossil-fired backup generation, another effect would be a significant decline in the reliability of the US electric power system—that is, a large increase in service interruptions. Other large costs would arise also, as hidden unintended consequences of the
CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

Table 14 summarizes the cost findings reported above; a conservative estimate of the costs of the GND is about $9 trillion per year.

Note again that these figures do not include the massive costs of the shift away from fossil-fuel transportation, large-scale “high-speed rail,” or the “efficiency” retrofit of every building in the country. Those GND proposals are far more ambiguous than the electricity dimension and thus lend themselves less to a rigorous cost analysis. They also exclude adjustments for future economic growth and the resulting increase in the demand for energy, a reality that would increase the economic costs of a reduction in the supply of energy mandated by the GND. They exclude as well most of the economic costs of the adverse environmental effects of the GND electricity mandate and the costs of the inexorable increase in government authoritarianism attendant upon the GND, an effect difficult to measure but very real nonetheless.

The GND represents a massive increase in the power of government over the ability of individuals and businesses to use their resources in ways that they deem appropriate. As the adverse consequences of the GND emerge and grow, government inevitably will attempt to circumvent them by increasing the politicization of energy use, a process that inexorably will expand government surveillance of energy use and erode individual freedom and privacy.
The expansion of employment under the GND—in particular the expansion of “green” employment—will prove illusory. The resource “sustainability” rationale for the GND is fundamentally incorrect analytically. Future generations rationally would vote in favor of policies maximizing the value of the capital stock to be bequeathed to them; policies engendering massive resource waste by the current generation are inconsistent with that goal. The evidence on climate phenomena does not support the argument that a climate crisis is present or looming. And the experience of Ontario under its Green Energy Act should give pause to policymakers considering the GND policy proposals.

The GND at its core is the substitution of central planning in place of market forces for resource allocation, in the US energy and transportation sectors narrowly and in the broad industrial, business, and housing sectors writ large. Given the tragic and predictable record of central planning outcomes worldwide over the past century, the GND should be rejected.
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96. See Vaclav Smil, Energy at the Crossroads (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003), 276–78. Energy concentration in simple terms is the energy content of a given fuel per volume. Peter Huber and Mark Mills note that coal supplies about twice as much energy as wood on a pound-for-pound basis, while oil provides about twice as much as coal, and a gram of uranium 235 has as much energy as four tons of coal. See also Peter W. Huber and Mark P. Mills, The Bottomless Well: The Twilight of Fuel, the Virtue of Waste, and Why We Will Never Run out of Energy (New York: Basic Books, 2005), 8.


98. Wake effects are interferences with wind speeds for a given turbine
caused by other turbines in a wind farm. The usual assumed spacing requirement is 5–10 turbine diameters apart. In 2017, 99 percent of newly installed wind turbines had rotor diameters at least 100 meters, 80 percent had rotor diameters over 110 meters, and 14 percent were at least 120 meters. See US Department of Energy, 2017 Wind Technologies Market Report, ix. Smil discusses turbine spacing requirements and theoretical limits on the amount of energy that can be extracted from wind flows. Vaclav Smil, Energy at the Crossroads (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2003), 276. See also endnote 73. There is little dissent in the literature from the proposition that the energy content of wind flows is highly diffuse. Note that the energy content of wind increases with the cube of the change in wind speed, so that a doubling of the latter increases the former by a factor of eight. As a rough generalization, wind turbines begin to produce power when wind speeds reach about 5 mph, reach rated capacity at about 30–35 mph, and are designed to shut down at about 50–55 mph to prevent damage from storms.

99. Some of the land used by wind farms but not actually bearing turbines, other equipment, or access roads might remain available for farming or other purposes. Such considerations are highly site specific, and no systematic data on this issue seem to be available. For a skeptical discussion, see Robert Bryce, Power Hungry: The Myths of “Green” Energy and the Real Fuels of the Future (New York: Public Affairs, 2010), 84–85.


102. See Zycher, “California’s New Solar Plant.”


106. See the 2017 price data reported in US Energy Information Administration, “State Electricity Profiles,” January 8, 2019, https://www.eia.gov/electricity/state/. Note that the 2017 average price of power ($104.80 per mWh) implicitly includes the economic cost of emissions, in that the costs of required equipment for the control of emissions is reflected in the price. This assumes that regulations controlling such emissions yield an approximate balancing of the marginal benefits and costs of emissions reductions. The same would be true for the equipment required for the backup units, but the same is not true for the environmental effects of wind and solar power, adverse but unregulated. See the discussion in Chapter 3.


109. This problem is not relevant for comparisons of dispatchable generation technologies (e.g., coal versus natural gas) because the values of the electricity produced by dispatchable units are more or less the same, except for units designed to operate predominantly at periods of peak demand. An example of such units are gas turbines.

NOTES 101


113. For the pure private good, consumption of a unit of the good (e.g., an apple) by one individual means that that unit is no longer available to other individuals. And those refusing to pay for apples can be prevented from consuming them. For a collective good (e.g., national defense), consumption of a unit of the resulting protection from foreign threats can be enjoyed by a given individual without reducing the quantity available for other individuals, and those not paying their taxes cannot be excluded from consuming that protection.

114. This is just the simple prediction from standard economic theory that the consumption basket that maximizes well-being (“utility”) is the one at which the aggregated preferences and the budget constraint have the same slope, –1 in our example.

115. I ignore here the possibility of side payments, a topic closely related to the analysis of congressional bargaining. See Bryan Ellickson, “A Generalization


118. Note that H.R. 109, 10–11, mandates that the federal government provide “adequate capital” for the GND “goals and mobilization.”

119. Strictly speaking, the excess burden (or “deadweight loss”) is the difference between aggregate output under the existing tax system and aggregate output under a different system of “lump-sum” taxes that would yield the same revenues without distorting economic activity. Because government output is not worthless, a zero-tax, zero-outlay, zero-excess burden environment in principle might yield aggregate output lower than that observed under the existing tax system even though, again, the excess burden of taxation would be zero.

120. My AEI colleague Alan Viard in a private communication points out that
“marginal excess burden varies across revenue sources and is not really that well defined.” It is “probably more useful to talk about the efficiency cost of redistribution.” Alan D. Viard (resident scholar, American Enterprise Institute), in discussion with the author, February 15, 2019.


at reasonable rates, or at all, may have incentives to preserve the credibility of its repayment promises. But that dynamic may not constrain fully the behavior of current policymakers interested in acquiring resources for current spending purposes; the adverse effects of imposing real losses on creditors would be inflicted upon their successors in office. Whether the incentives of long-lived political parties serve to limit such behavior is an open question.

126. Consider the standard quantity equation of exchange: $MV = PT$; that is, money times velocity equals nominal income (prices times transactions). This is not merely an equilibrium condition; it is an identity, that is, always true. An increase in $M$ and thus $P$ (inflation) cannot reduce velocity in that an increase in inflation would induce holders of non-interest-bearing money to spend it ever faster to avoid further losses in real purchasing power.


129. See the data reported by the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, FRED, s.v. “Currency in Circulation,” https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/WCURCIR.


See H.R. 109, 9.


The GND framework recognizes the adverse transitional employment implications of a massive transformation of the US energy, transportation, and physical plant/building infrastructure and so proposes an equally massive employment program, with a federal job guarantee, a topic not addressed here directly.
Considerable employment would be created if policies encouraged ditch-digging with shovels (or, in Milton Friedman’s famous example, spoons) rather than heavy equipment. Such employment obviously would be laughable—that is, an obvious economic burden. There is no analytic difference between this example and the “green jobs” rationale for renewables policies.

Many advocates of renewables subsidies assert that solar and wind power is more labor intensive than conventional generation. The assumption of greater labor intensity for renewable power production is dubious: The operation of solar or wind facilities does not employ large amounts of labor, and it is far from clear that construction of solar or wind facilities is more labor intensive than construction of conventional generation facilities.

It is important to keep clear the conceptual experiment under consideration. In the context here, I assume that government policies increase the substitution of renewable power in place of conventional electricity and ask whether the aggregate data are consistent with the assertion that such “green” policies—explicitly an increase in energy costs—can be predicted to yield an increase in aggregate employment. This is very different from, say, the effects of an aggregate recession, which can be predicted to reduce both energy costs (prices) and employment more or less simultaneously. Similarly, an economic boom would increase both energy prices and employment, while an increase in energy supplies would reduce energy prices and increase employment. Note that aggregate employment in any of these scenarios might fall in the short run as market forces reallocate labor (and other resources) in response to changes in relative prices.

Note that greater energy “efficiency” in any given activity can yield an increase in actual energy consumption, if the elasticity of energy demand with respect to the marginal cost of energy use is greater than one. If, for example, air conditioning were to become sufficiently “efficient” in terms of energy consumption per degree of cooling, it is possible that air conditioners would be run so much—or that so many additional air conditioners would be installed—that total energy consumption in space cooling would increase.

H.R. 109 refers to “sustainability” in various contexts four times in 14 pages. There is considerable discussion in the technical literature of nonbiological sources of methane and petroleum. See James A. Kent, Kent and Riegel’s Handbook of Industrial Chemistry and Biotechnology, 11th ed. (New York: Springer,
NOTES

2007), chap. 20; and M. Ragheb, “Biogenic and Abiogenic Petroleum,” January 6, 2019, http://mragheb.com/NPRE%20402%20ME%20405%20Nuclear%20Power%20Engineering/Biogenic%20and%20Abiogenic%20Petroleum.pdf. To the extent that conventional energy resources are produced nonbiologically, the “depletion” assumption underlying the sustainability argument may be incorrect even descriptively.


148. Strictly speaking, it is not the price of the resource that should rise at the market rate of interest; instead the total economic return to holding the resource for future use should equal the market rate of interest. That total economic return includes expected price changes and capital gains, expected cost savings, and the like. Current and expected prices are a reasonable first approximation of (or proxy for) that total economic return.


151. Gail Kennedy (professor, Department of Anthropology, University of California, Los Angeles), in discussion with the author, February 6, 2011. Note here again the implicit normative assumption that the “interests” of any individual or group are those that they would define for themselves or, more important, reveal through choice behavior. See endnote 15.

152. The capital stock includes both tangible capital and such intangibles as
the rule of law, the stock of knowledge, culture, and the like. Greater wealth for the current generation yielded by resource consumption yields conditions allowing the expansion of other dimensions of the capital stock defined broadly.


JCLI-D-17-0667.1. On the reality of anthropogenic warming, see University of Alabama, Huntsville, “UAH Version 6.0 Global Average Temperature Variations for 4 Atmospheric Layers,” http://www.drroyspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/version6-msu234-global-anomaly-time-series.gif. Note, however, that the absence of a trend for lower stratosphere temperatures since approximately the mid-1990s suggests that the recent “pause” in temperature increases is not the result of measurement error.


162. See the satellite data on cyclone frequencies and accumulated energy reported in Ryan N. Maue, “Global Tropical Cyclone Activity,” http://policlimate.com/tropical/.

163. See the wildfire data reported by the National Interagency Fire Center at National Interagency Fire Center, “Total Wildland Fires and Acres (1926–2017),” https://www.nifc.gov/fireInfo/fireInfo_stats_totalFires.html.

164. Staff, California Forestry Association and the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, in discussion with the author, November 2018.


166. The most comprehensive data reported on ocean acidification issues is the Ocean Acidification Database. Center for the Study of Carbon Dioxide and Global Change, “Ocean Acidification Database,” http://www.co2science.org/


172. See the cost estimates reported by Douglas Holtz-Eakin et al., “The Green New Deal: Scope, Scale, and Implications,” American Action Forum, February 25, 2019, https://www.americanactionforum.org/research/the-green-new-deal-scope-scale-and-implications. Their 10-year cost estimates are $5.4 trillion for the electricity portion of the GND, $1.3–$2.7 trillion for the high-speed rail portion, $6.8–$44.6 trillion for the employment guarantee, $36 trillion for the universal health care portion, $1.6–$4.2 trillion for the housing guarantee and buildings retrofit, and $1.5 billion for the food security portion.
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